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Abstract
One of the most promising alternative energy sources for potential use is wave
energy. This thesis focuses on designing and assessment of a new optimized
prototype of radial impulse turbine used within Oscillating water Column (OWC)
which is specialized in harnessing ocean wave energy. Radial impulse OWC
turbines are one of the most current and promising turbine configurations. The
radial turbine with fixed guide vanes is a compelling idea to investigate as for the
self-rectifying privilege the turbine acquired by guide vanes. Even though the radial
turbine has been around for over a decade, there are still several issues to be
resolved in terms of improving its geometry and efficiency. The current study's
primary goal is to improve the efficiency of self-rectifying air turbines. Despite the
obvious advancement in the conversion of oscillating wave pneumatic power to
electricity, it is clear that more work needs to be done to improve their efficiency,
extend their operating range, and ensure technical reliability.
Firstly, establishing a full framework calculation (2D) to determine the minimal
incidence to possess in the radial turbine, alterations infiltrated each portion of the
turbine. A new optimized geometry prototype was introduced with discrepancies
in vanes and blade profiles as well as changes in the setting angle. The calculations
paved the way for numerical simulation which is considered as an essential
technique in assessing impulse turbine were used in the form of CFD, CFD is
becoming increasingly popular with researchers looking for visual assessments of
real-world turbines, and it was used in this study to evaluate a full-scale radial
impulse turbine.
Secondly, the three key processes in assessing the new optimized geometry were
engaged in ANSYS® software packages: pre-processors, solvers, and postprocessors
managing the advancement process throughout this dissertation. After specifying
the boundary conditions as the preceding geometries, the validation and
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verification process using the ANSYS® software packages demonstrate the model's
durability to undergo the analysis.
Afterwards, a synergistic step was the solidity optimization protocol which was
used to select the correct number of guidance vanes and blades in terms of solidity,
specified as a basis for the geometry generation technique used. Subsequently,
Numerical validation was complementary to compare the new optimized prototype
to the previous geometry by Pereiras et al., (2011c) to reassure the model’s
reliability. With the aid of turbines that underwent the solidity optimization
procedure, the new "M" series was launched. The steady and unsteady performance
parameters were used to compare the turbines that were tested. The M27 was more
efficient in the inflow mode without sacrificing performance in the outflow mode in
the steady performance, also, in the non-steady performance, M27 showed the
highest efficiency and endurance at high flow coefficients when compared to the
previous geometries (M16, M8).
Finally, a quantitative review of the flow pattern on the M27 low and high flow
coefficients in comparison to previous geometry by Pereiras et al., (2011c). The
M27's high performance was vindicated by this study, which provided a
visualization of losses across elements and sections using total pressure contours
and angle measurements along each line.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter will present the various ocean energy
technologies in harnessing wave energy which is
considered as an important source of renewable energy.
The power take-off systems will be exploited too in
multiple ways, addressing the working mechanism on
each, with a focus on the air turbines, that been
implemented in the oscillating water column which is
considered as the one of the most widespread wave
energy converters. Finally, thesis objectives and
structure are addressed in order of presentation
throughout the thesis.

1

1.1 Ocean energy

The conspicuous demand of humankind for energy made a compelling need for
pollution-free large-scale sources of energy, putting renewable energy in the
situation for utilization in commercial use around the world. Solar, wind, and
hydropower were the resilient mean of renewable to fulfil the need for energy. Wave
energy is a key type of hydropower renewable energy that uses energy in waves to
generate electricity.
Nowadays, all ocean energy technologies, except for the tidal range, can be at the
early stage of creation, from the conceptual stage to the functional level and
consequently to the stage of the demonstration. Ocean wave and tidal current
energy are mature sources of renewable energy and anticipated to contribute
significantly to the energy supply in the future. While several projects have been
built over the last decade and the plants are being tested, they have not achieved
the expected output as mentioned by Uihlein and Magagna, (2016).
Tidal current has been assessed from the late 1970s to recent years for many
candidate sites around the planet. Mainly, the selection of sites depends on the
geographical positions that are suitable for the placement of stream generators
array. In sure cases, direct measurements are performed in situ. Within the past
decade, numerical modelling techniques are increasingly applied to assess tidal flow
energy resources by simulating current velocities, as mentioned in Blunden and
Bahaj, (2007). Recent studies, see Neill et al., (2018), have conjointly evaluated
the hydrodynamic impacts of power extraction and think about changes to the flow
field, modification in water surface elevation, and disturbances in Tidal dynamics.
Along with tidal stream power, ocean wave energy extraction blossomed to be the
scope of study in recent years. Attempts to harness energy from ocean waves
underwent by humankind for a long time. Fist technique for wave energy extraction
was patented in 1799, mentioned by Lindroth and Leijon, (2011a). Since then, the
literature on technological ideas describing the wave power harnessing devices have
2

been registered and recognized, from the first British patent in 1855 to 1973
referred to by Clément et al., (2002).
Nevertheless, the oil crisis in 1973 caused a huge increase in research and
development of wave energy conversion systems attracting the attention of
government funding, mainly in Europe and Japan (Salter, (1974)). Funded projects
focused on medium to large scale implementation was among the main objectives
of this process. A significant number of wave energy conversion methods have been
invented by the mid-1980s and some novel concepts have been developed up to the
stage of prototype construction which will be discussed next in the upcoming
subsections. Although a lot of funding has been re-allocated to wind energy, the
targets to be accomplished for large-scale projects have not been met and
government support has been greatly reduced.
One of the pioneers to begin the research in the wave power field was Salter, (1974),
providing full-scale design use at the sea and the efficient mechanism for extracting
power leaving the verdict in the hands for spending a large amount of money on
wave power. Also, Salter compared the cost of wave power with nuclear power
claiming its efficiency, Despite the research, the British energy policy was abruptly
halted without any full-scale plants.
With the arrival of the twentieth century and the increasing anxiety about climate
change, new encouragement for exploration and use of clean energy technology has
emerged, opening new horizons for humanity in pollution-free wave power.
Following clear scientific evidence on climate change, this led to the 1992 “Earth
Summit” in Rio de Janeiro, where the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) was agreed upon. Five years later, in 1997, developing
countries decided to take the lead in reducing greenhouse gas emissions by agreeing
to quantitative emission reductions (Delbeke and Vis, (2015)).
Wave energy resources can be classified into four means according to Rusu and
Onea, (2018).

3

1.1.1 Tidal energy

The tidal current energy is a robust source of ocean energy and one of the most
preferred sources of marine renewable energy since it is predictable due to its source
in astronomical tide producing powers. This contrasts with other more
deterministic renewable energy sources such as wind and wave energy and in part,
solar energy. Tides are regulated primarily by the magnetic attraction of the moon
and the sun. The motion of the Earth-Moon system generates tidal energy. The
bulges of tides are always ahead of the location on earth right under the moon due
to the rotation of the earth. The Planet still spins on its axis, which produces an
inertial force, because since the gravitational pull is lower on the other side of the
Earth, the inertial force is dominant and thus generates another bulge on that side
(Sharifzadeh, (2019)).
There are two methods for harnessing tidal energy: using a tidal barrage scheme
(Xia et al., (2010)) to impound water and then use its potential energy and using
the tidal stream itself to move the tidal energy converters (Carballo et al., (2009)).
Tidal stream technology has two benefits over tidal barrage energy: reduced
environmental costs and lower capital spending, due to the non-utilization of the
barrage.

1.1.1.1 Tidal barrage scheme

Composed mainly of a tidal dam which is usually constructed over a bay or estuary
that has a tidal range of more than 5 m. Electricity generation by tidal dams uses
the same rules as hydroelectric generation, except that the tidal waves flow in all
directions. The typical tidal dam consists of a tidal barrage, sluice gates and water
turbine as shown in Figure 1.1, where one-way power generation is illustrated. The
reservoir is filled by flood tide by sluice gates or valves that are locked as the tide
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hits its maximum level. At the ebb tide, the water within the reservoir is discharged
through the turbines, and the electricity is generated (Etemadi et al., (2011)).

Figure 1.1 Tidal barrage system

1.1.1.2 Tidal Stream Energy

Tidal stream turbines use the kinetic energy of flowing water to drive a turbine as
shown in Figure 1.2. However, owing to the higher density of water, the capacity
required for tidal power generation can be a good potential for electricity generation
worldwide. There are two main design versions of tidal stream generators:
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of tidal stream generator

•

Axial turbines

The axial turbines axis of rotation is parallel to the water flow direction as
illustrated in Figure 1.3. These turbines produce electricity by harnessing the lift
of water. This requires the use of specially formed airfoil surfaces designed to create
a useful pressure gap. Which in turn creates a net force perpendicular to the
direction of the water flow, rotating the unit. Rotors of this type must be carefully
positioned to harness maximum energy out of the flow (Elghali et al., (2007)).

•

Crossflow turbines

With rotating blades aligned perpendicular to the direction of movement, these
turbines absorb the kinetic energy of flowing water (Figure 1.3). These devices can
work in any direction of flow when installed vertically. They usually have
cylindrical cross-sections that allow them to be placed in confined channels or with
close array spacing (Lewis et al., (2011)).
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of Axial and crossflow turbines working mechanisms

According to Magagna et al., (2016), in the Ocean Energy Status report, the
deployment of the first tidal energy demonstration arrays shows that technological
progress has been made. Moving ahead, the biggest goal for the tidal industry
would be to reduce the cost of the technology by the implementation of further
demonstration projects.
Reaching 2020 as stated by the Renewable Energy Agency, (2020), Tidal stream
energy is gaining traction, and projects are evolving at a fast rate. A combined
power of 12.91 megawatts (MW) of tidal stream and wave electricity, consisting of
2.31 MW wave and 10.6 MW tidal, is now operational. Many systems in both
technologies are being progressively scaled up, and units of 1 MW and higher are
being successfully deployed.
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1.1.2 Ocean thermal energy

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) as mentioned in Zhang et al., (2014),
uses the temperature differential between deep cool waters and shallow warm
waters (or surface waters), to power a steam turbine and to create useful work.
The temperature difference is then utilized by an evaporator as illustrated in Figure
1.4 and Figure 1.5 (open and closed OTEC), to run a steam turbine. Exhaust steam
is in turn condensed in a condenser that uses freshwater of the sea to condense the
pure water of the steam cycle. OTEC is classified into four categories as mentioned
in the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), (2014) and Dincer,
Ibrahim, Marc A. Rosen, (2018). There are the following:

•

Open cycle OTEC

Warmer surface water is introduced into a low-pressure compartment through a
valve and flash evaporated has been illustrated in Figure 1.4. The vapour is used
to power a turbine which is afterwards condensed by cold seawater pumped out
from underneath. Since it is fresh water, it can be stored and used for a variety of
purposes. Furthermore, after being used to facilitate condensation, the cool
seawater pumped up from below may be introduced into an air-conditioning
system. As a result, devices will generate electricity, clean water, and air
conditioning. Consequently, the cold water can be used for aquaculture purposes,
since seawater from deeper regions near the seabed includes numerous nutrients,
such as nitrogen and phosphates.
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Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of open-cycle OTEC

•

Closed cycle OTEC

A higher-temperature water surface is used to heat a working fluid that is
characterized by a low boiling temperature, resulting in higher vapour pressure
(Figure 1.5). While propylene and refrigerants have been researched, ammonia is
the most widely used functioning solvent. The vapour powers an engine, which
generates electricity; the working fluid vapour is then mitigated by cold water from
the deep ocean and pumped back into the machine in a closed loop. The primary
distinction between open and closed-cycle systems is the much smaller duct size
and turbine diameters needed for a closed cycle, also the smaller surface area
required by heat exchangers for efficient heat transfer.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of closed-cycle OTEC

•

Kalina cycle OTEC

The Kalina cycle is a closed cycle OTEC variation in which a combination of water
and ammonia is used as the working fluid instead of pure ammonia. Such a mixture
does not have a boiling point, but rather a boiling point trajectory. Much of the
supplied heat is drawn into the working fluid during evaporation, allowing for more
heat to be converted and higher efficiencies.

•

Hybrid system

A hybrid-cycle ocean thermal energy conversion system combines elements from
open and closed systems, employing both seawater and a working fluid, often
ammonia. Warm seawater is evaporated into steam in the hybrid OTEC system,
comparable to the open cycle in a vacuum vessel. The ammonia is then physically
mixed with warm saltwater, and the resulting vapours are utilized to power the
turbine, generating electricity. The evaporated ammonia is then removed from the
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steam/water and re-condensed at a cool temperature before being re-introduced
into the closed loop cycle. The hybrid system has the advantage of increasing
system efficiency.

1.1.3 Salt gradient energy

Salinity gradient generation relies on the normal method of diffusion or mixing. To
understand how it can be used to produce electrical power, visualize a special box,
separated into two compartments. One compartment is filled with saltwater and
the other with fresh water. If the division between the two compartments is
carefully eliminated, without causing any turbulence, the water in both
compartments would be saline after a brief amount of time. Diffusion would have
combined both fresh and saltwater (Breeze, (2019)).
If the division between the two compartments is now replaced with a separate,
semi-permeable membrane that would allow water to move through it but will not
allow any dissolved salt to pass through, if one side of the membrane is filled with
salt water from the sea and the other side with freshwater, the water will pass
through the membrane from the fresh to the salt side to try and equalize the
concentration of salt in the membrane (Figure 1.6). Theoretically, the stream will
begin to cross until the head of the water piles up on the salty side, which will
produce enough friction to block more water from going in. There is obviously a
substantial pressure that can be produced because of diffusion. In theory, it should
be possible to use this pressure to produce electricity. This is the concept behind
the osmotic power plant that was first suggested by Sidney Loeb in the 1970s
(Breeze, (2019)).
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Figure 1.6 Salinity gradient process

1.1.4 Ocean wave energy

Ocean wave energy technologies are diverse, with various prototypes built to date
(López et al., (2013)). Wave energy converters (WEC) have been categorised in a
variety of ways throughout the years, including location, size, and operating
principle (Cruz, (2007)). WECs were categorised for this thesis based on their
operating principle, which was separated into three separate types: oscillating
bodies, overtopping devices, and Oscillating water columns (OWC). Oscillating
bodies are primarily offshore devices and are classified based on their oscillating
motion, whereas overtopping devices and OWCs are classified as either near-shore
fixed or offshore floating as mentioned by Hong et al., (2014).

1.1.4.1 Oscillating bodies

Most offshore devices are oscillating bodies that are either floating or entirely
submerged. Oscillating bodies often rely on the stronger waves seen at water depths
of 40 m or greater, which is referred to as deep water (Falcão, (2010)). These
systems employ water movements to produce motion in the device's Power-Take
Off (PTO), and the produced motion, which is specified by the device design, is
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utilized for categorization. The oscillating body systems can be sorted into heaving,
pitching, and surge systems as described in Figure 1.7, heaving systems use the
vertical motion of waves in the process of energy generation. While, pitching
devices is based on the rotational motion caused by the wave propagation by the
system. Bottom-hinged systems are primarily oscillating-body devices that operate
on the principle of an inverted pendulum hinged at the seabed.

Figure 1.7 Classification of oscillating body systems, Aderinto and Li, (2019)

1.1.4.2 Overtopping devices

Overtopping devices are partially submerged WECs that gather water from wave
crests in small reservoirs and produce energy using low-head hydro-turbines
(Jasinski et al., (2007)), which is explained later in section 1.2.3. This is
accomplished by raising the reservoir above the typical free surface of the
surrounding sea. When incoming waves are directed up an incline and collected in
a reservoir, their kinetic energy is transformed to potential energy. When the water
returns to the sea via the low-head turbines, the potential energy is retrieved
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(Kofoed et al., (2006)). Overtopping devices, both shoreline-fixed and floating
offshore, have been created and tested in open sea.
As an illustration to the overtopping device is the TepChan, which was installed
at Toftestallen Norway in 1985 (Falnes, (1993)), an overview on the plant is
mentioned in the upcoming chapter (Literature review). Also, The Wave Dragon
which is a moored floating construction with two wave reflectors that direct
incoming waves to a double curving ramp. With a set of low-head hydro-turbines,
the wave crests are directed into a reservoir. In 2003, a 1:4.5 scale prototype of the
Wave Dragon was deployed in Nissum Bredning, Denmark, with a rated output of
140 kW as mentioned by Kofoed et al., (2006).

1.1.4.3 Oscillating water columns (OWCs)

Among the many types of wave energy converters and related technologies that
have been studied and have reached a pre-commercial stage of development, as it
uses a simple process of capturing the energy of waves to do useful work. Oscillating
Water Column (OWC), Wave Energy Converters (WECs) have attracted
attention. Oscillating water column (OWC) is one of the most promising waves
energy conversion technique to convert wave energy into pneumatic energy by the
oscillating motion of the wave and it is considered the most practical and
appropriate means of conversion as described by J Cruz, (2008). According to the
Renewable Energy Agency, (2020), wave energy converter developers are
abandoning their vision of developing large utility-scale systems in favour of
smaller, purpose-built devices for specific markets such as the oil and gas industry,
aquaculture, and so on. Several developers have gone so far as to create hybrid
wave energy converters that incorporate other power generation technology such
as solar PV systems.
Physically, the oscillating water column is a fixed or floating structure trapping
capacity of air above the water sea level. The incoming waves causing the internal
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free surface to rise and fall. This oscillation generates a bidirectional airflow that
drives an air turbine which is subsequently connected to a generator for electricity
generation which makes this device easy and simple to implement and maintain.
Simplicity and ease of maintenance is the key element in the rising of the OWCs
despite the rotor high speed, the bidirectional and variable flow rates, and the
coupling of the electrical generators. To deal with the bidirectional flow, selfrectifying technique systems were introduced for OWCs to maintain unidirectional
rotation of the rotor regardless of the direction of air. Also, the operating concept
of OWC is applicable in a various means of collector such as coastline, shore, or
floating offshore.
A detailed schematic diagram for cliff mounted OWC is illustrated in Figure 1.8,
with one or more chambers opened to the sea from the base level. Wave motion
compresses and decompresses trapped air, causing it to flow into a turbine attached
to a generator. Electricity is produced from the alternating flow of air in and out
of the chamber.
In Figure 1.8.a, the walls of the OWC are shown extending to the seafloor. The lip
of the OWC does not extend to the seafloor and so the water of the open sea
reaches under the lip to the water confined by the structure. Wave enters from the
right of the OWC and encounters the OWC structure positioned on a cliff. The
water extends under the front lip of the structure so that the wave motion causes
the column of water to oscillate. The turbine is set up so that it converts the air
motion to electricity both when the water column is moved up and when it moves
down. This is done using a self-rectifying turbine.
Figure 1.8.b, shows the plan view of the OWC. The waves are shown incident to a
cliff-mounted structure. This is not the only configuration available for OWCs.
Further options will be described in the next subsections. The incident wave is
shown as a plan wave. In the ocean, waves would come from all directions.
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Figure 1.8 Elevation and plan for cliff mounted OWC.

This dissertation will intensely focus on the oscillating water column (OWC) as
one of the most popular categories of wave energy devices. In the upcoming chapter,
the structures, and types of OWCs will be described.
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1.2 Power take-off systems (PTO)

The power take-off (PTO) of a wave energy converter is identified as the process
that transforms the absorbed energy into serviceable electricity. The main
converter may be a sealed chamber for an oscillating water column or a point
absorber buoy, for example. The PTO system is important because it influences
not only how effectively absorbed wave power is converted into electricity, but also
influences the wave energy converter's mass, scale, and structural dynamics. The
PTO system has a significant effect on the capital cost of a device, responsible for
nearly 20–30% of the overall capital cost (Pizer, (1994)).
There are several different types of PTO systems, and the type of PTO chosen for
a specific wave energy converter is often closely associated with the wave energy
converter type. In the following subsections, the main methods for converting wave
energy to electricity will be illustrated.

1.2.1 Air turbines

In oscillating water columns, air turbines are commonly used to transform wave
energy into mechanical energy (Figure 1.9). The idea is to use the oscillating air
pressure in an enclosed chamber to drive a turbine as a result of the oscillating
water level caused by ocean waves. One approach is to use non-returning valves to
rectify the airflow in conjunction with a traditional turbine. However, this design
is complex, has a high maintenance cost, and the valves become too big for
prototype size to be a viable choice (Takao and Setoguchi, (2012)). Another
approach is a self-rectifying air turbine, which converts alternating airflow into
unidirectional rotation.
Several types of self-rectifying turbines have been proposed over the last 40 years,
and new ideas are still being investigated to find an efficient and reliable PTO
system for OWC systems, the main ones being:
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1. Wells turbine
2. Impulse turbine
3. Twin turbine system
4. Denniss-Auld turbine

The first turbine, the Wells turbine, is the most common form of air turbine
employed by OWC wave energy devices with fixed pitch symmetrical blades. The
Wells turbine has several other powerful features besides a self-rectifying capability
such as mechanical flexibility, efficiency, and rugged architecture. However, the
small operating range reduces certain benefits. It was created by Dr Alan Arthur
Wells in 1976 (Wells, (1976)) and was described as the most intelligible and
efficient self-rectifying turbine for implementation in oscillating water column
plants (K. Kaneko et al., (1992)) and was considered a global choice of all OWC
power plant that had reached the large scale prototype stage, it has been the first
choice turbine for plants in Norway, Japan, UK, India and China (Brito, A.,
(2014)).
The second turbine is the impulse turbines, which are like Wells in that the rotor
is symmetric around its mid-plane and perpendicular for the flow passing through
it but using various designs of aerofoil and the different principles of operation. In
terms of operation, the impulse turbine has two options: axial and radial settings.
Impulse turbines have been investigated as a means of overcoming the deficiencies
of Wells turbines, typically described as:
•

Poor starting characteristics

•

The narrow operating band (at unstalled flow conditions)

•

High rotational speed leading to high vibrations and high axial thrusts

The critical problem with the impulse turbine is the high aerodynamic losses caused
by the high incidence flow angle at the entry to the second row of guidance vanes
as stated by Falcão and Henriques, (2016). Even though the operating flow range
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of the impulse turbine is greater than that of the Wells turbine, but the peak
efficiency is lower. In spite of solving a lot of problems of Wells turbines, a lot we
have on hand to overcome.
•

As mentioned before high incidence losses downstream the rotor.

•

Low peak efficiency compared to the Wells turbine.

•

Low reliability as for the presence of many parts that requires restoration
over time.

•

Increased costs compared to the Wells turbine.

The third system is the twin-turbine system, Takao et al. Maeda et al., (2000)
presented a category of turbines that have the highest efficiency of any
unidirectional turbine (Jayashankar et al., (2009)). They have been specifically
optimized for variable flow operation, and the turbine's design is to be discussed in
the next chapter.
The fourth and the last is the Denniss-Auld turbine, which is a self-rectifying
turbine based on the Wells turbine configuration, but with using cambered rotor
profile which allows the aerofoil blades to rotate around their neutral position to
achieve the best angle of incident flow (Finnigan and Auld, (2003)). The pressure
in the chamber is used to guide the rotation of the blades. This form of turbines
was mounted in the MK1 OWC full-scale prototype, which was deployed in
Australia's New South Wales.
An extensive study for all mentioned above air turbines with various mechanism
and design will be exploited in the next chapter.
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Figure 1.9 Air turbine setting in the OWC

1.2.2 Hydraulic Converters

Traditional rotary electrical machines are not explicitly compatible when the
energy capture mechanism is based on the movement of a body in response to the
contact with the waves. Therefore, the hydraulic converters have been introduced
to suit the absorption of energy when dealing with massive wave forces at low
frequencies, they are often chosen to interface the wave energy converter with the
electrical generator.
An illustration of the hydraulic PTO system for wave energy conversion is shown
in Figure 1.10. A wave buoy is attached to a hydraulic cylinder which moves in
accordance with an actuator forcing air through hydraulic control manifold to a
hydraulic motor, which coupled with an electric generator (Falcão, (2010)). Highand low-pressure reservoirs often act as accumulators used in the system to regulate
the flow of high-pressure fluid.
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Figure 1.10 Schematic diagram of the hydraulic converter by Falcão, (2010)

1.2.3 Hydro turbines

Overtopping devices and hydraulic pump systems that use seawater as a working
fluid for hydro turbines. The water that reaches the top of a ramp pool in a basin,
where its potential energy is transformed using low-head turbines and generators.
Hydro turbines were utilized in the Wave Dragon plant as mention before in section
1.1.4.2 (Kofoed et al., (2006)) illustrated in Figure 1.11, it is made up of two wave
reflectors that guide incoming waves into a ramp, a reservoir that collects
overtopping water, and a series of hydro turbines that turn the pressure head into
electricity.
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Figure 1.11 Illustration of the Wave Dragon hydro plant with
plan and side view from left to right respectively by Kofoed et al., (2006)

1.2.4 Direct Mechanical Drive Systems

A direct mechanical drive PTO system converts the mechanical energy of an
oscillating body confined to waves into electricity via a special mechanical system
powering a rotary electrical generator (Shadman et al., (2021)). The mechanical
conversion system may include a gearbox, pulleys, and cables. A flywheel can be
assimilated into a rotational system to accumulate or release energy, softening out
power variations.

Figure 1.12 Direct mechanical drive system mechanism
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1.2.5 Direct Electrical Drive Systems

A direct electrical drive system means that the mechanical energy is captured by
parts directly coupled to a linear electrical generator. The advancement of
permanent magnets and advances in power electronics have made this solution
appealing as been explained by Liu et al., (2020). In Figure 1.13, a buoy is
connected to a translator with alternating polarity magnets. The ocean waves cause
this system to sway concerning a relatively stationary stator equipped with coils,
inducing electrical current in the stator. Rectification is required before conversion
into a sinusoidal fixed voltage and frequency waveform for grid connection.

Figure 1.13 Schematic of a direct linear drive system
as a PTO system for WEC((Dixon and Hall, (2014))
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1.3 Thesis objectives

The primary aim of the current study is to enhance and intensify the radial selfrectifying air turbine performance, along with expanding their operating range and
technological reliability. Even with the obvious advance in the conversion of
oscillating wave pneumatic power to electricity, it is apparent that more remains
to be done to enhance their performance and expand their operating range and
technological reliability.
The following basic goals of the present thesis with the structured formulation as
follows:
1. Providing a comprehensive study on the steps of creating a new rotor
geometry based on innovative tactics.
2. Acquiring the full skill techniques in manipulating radial impulse turbine
aspects to be able to have full control of the numerical simulation.
3. Validation of a reliable model based on past research to be able to stand on
solid ground for further research of modelling and numerical simulation.
4. Creating a fully programmed workbench capable of analysing numerous
numerical models and subjecting them to

different circumstances

simultaneously.
5. Formulation of solidity optimization study to have the best solidity in the
terms of the loss analysis and the setting angles of the guide vanes and the
rotor.
6. Presenting the best geometry model, based on the solidity optimization
procedure to undergo the steady and unsteady efficiency evaluation.
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7. Investigation of losses in the turbine to locate deficiencies in the design.

ANSYS numerical modelling package was the primary software for the modelling
and numerical simulations. First, Design Modeler software to manipulate the
geometrical aspects of the whole turbine including the guide vanes and rotor in the
turbine. Second, Turbo Grid was used for the meshing of spatial components of
the turbine. Last, FLUENT was the main software for solving modelling equations
allowing deep analysis of the fluid flow phenomena in all aspects.

1.4 Thesis structure

This thesis consists of 6 chapters. The introduction, chapter 1, provides insight
into the subject matter and defines research concerns along with the description of
the key goals of the study with an overview of the numerous OWC innovations on
several structures worldwide.
Literature review, chapter 2, provides a survey of self-rectifying turbines in all
types with a technical overview about the working mechanisms.
Numerical model, chapter 3, describes the numerical modelling techniques used in
the study with the implementation of the turbine aspects, also the development of
the new geometry based on unidimensional theory. Also, the verification and
validation of the base numerical model based on previous studies.
Solidity optimization, chapter 4, the method in which allowed the study to reach
the best suitable solidity of the turbine, concerning the guide vanes and the rotor.
In Addition to, a detailed loss analysis of the passages and the interface between
every aspect of the turbine.
Results & discussion, chapter 5, presenting a non-dimensional result of the
preeminent geometry selected based on the criteria mentioned before, with a steady
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and non-steady analysis of the efficiency of the whole turbine. A full loss analysis
is presented for the best geometry chosen.
Conclusion, chapter 6, The main body of the study ends with the findings and
suggestions for future study.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
This chapter aimed to address several OWC structures
designs according to the implementation site of the
structure. Also, to evaluate the 'state-of-the-art' of
technology and efficiency of turbines for OWC power
plants and to determine the configurations and features
that were most promising, and the design performance
goals for numerous air turbine. The study first provides
a short analysis of the variety of turbine solutions for
OWC power plants studied by other scholars and then,
focuses on the two forms most researched. Which are
the Wells turbine and the impulse turbine. Most of the
used air turbines in OWC’s were evaluated and defined
in this chapter to provide a clear view for the design
aspects to be innovated in the current thesis.
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2.1 OWC Structure

Major issues made researchers and developers to design different OWC structures,
some of these issues are, high cost of connection to the grid, variation of the energy
resource either nearshore or offshore, ability to survive in harsh sea conditions and
operational and maintenance high costs. All these factors made different structures
arise to facilitate energy extraction and power transportation to the main grid
easily.
In this section, the most known design variants of OWC devices that have been
built to full size will be presented as follows:
• Fixed structure OWC
• Breakwater OWC
• Floating structure OWC

2.1.1 Fixed structure OWC

Named the first-generation devices and located in the shoreline or near the shore
standing on a cliff or fixed on the bottom of the sea (Vertechy et al., (2013)). It
consists of a partially submerged hollow structure with an upper part forming an
air chamber with a part immersed in the sea to translate incident wave action into
a reciprocating pressure oscillation, see Figure 2.1, where self-rectifying turbine is
used to utilize the reciprocating airflow which in order drive a generator, that
afterwards converts pneumatic power into electricity.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of fixed structure OWC.

Fixed structure OWC has the main advantage in easier installation and
maintenance for the generator and turbine as they are mounted inland as shown
before in the figure above, they also do not require underwater cable runs or deepwater mooring systems, which can quickly increase the initial cost of installation
in the economical point of view. On the contrary, energy available near shore is
lower than in offshore-floating devices installed in deep-water which is exposed to
higher sea waves.
The majority of the full-scale OWC WEC has been fixed structure mainly located
in the shoreline. The most valuable full-scale OWC fixed systems are the LIMPET
plant in the islands of Islay, Scotland, and the Pico plant in one of the islands of
the Azores, Portugal.
LIMPET (Land Installed Marine Powered Energy Transformer) OWC in Islay
island Scotland UK and rated 500 kW with a full report with details on it
(Whittaker et al., (2002), Boake et al., (2002)). A factual capture was illustrated
by Heath, (2003) and Whittaker, (1994), in Figure 2.2. Constructed in the year
2000 and commissioned in 2001 to replace a 75-kW model assembled ten years
prior and located on a nearby location. The operational experience and
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experimental data gained during the operation of the 75-kW prototype supplied
useful information for the design and construction of a new LIMPET station. The
LIMPET power take-off mechanism (PTO)was a 2.6 m diameter contra-rotating
biplane Wells turbine which is explained later in this chapter. Each turbine rotor
was mounted directly on the shaft of the induction system and was balanced with
a flywheel at the opposite end. As usual, each rotor rated at 250kW giving the
accompanying output of 500 kW. LIMPET had the advantage of inclined OWC
chambers that designed to improve wave capture efficiency as shown in Figure 2.3.
Firstly, the inclined column minimized turbulence and sloshing at the entrance.
Secondly, the OWC's inclination increase the water volume for a given chamber
cross-section area (Heath Inverness (United Kingdom)] et al., (2001)).
LIMPET had substantial goals other than the 500 kW of power, the first one is
the enormous step of the development of wave power technology accomplished in
a full-scale plant with a commercial value. The second step paved the way for other
OWCs plants all over the world acting as a beacon and a datum to OWC
worldwide.

Figure 2.2 LIMPET real capture (Falcão and Henriques, (2016))
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Figure 2.3 LIMPET cross-section elevation (Whittaker et al., (2002))

Then, came the Pico plant in the islands of the Azores of Portugal (Falcão et al.,
(2020)(Falcão, (2000)), another shoreline mounted (Fixed) plant generating a 400
kW of power, constructed from 1995 to 1999, which is the date of commissioning.
European Union had granted the project for the funding and the technology. The
chamber was mounted in a Portuguese port with a water depth of 8m. Wells
turbine as a PTO was mounted in the plant with an induction generator. The
power generated was dedicated to supplying the island electrical needs
permanently. After, a while the Pico project was stopped after the destruction of
the electrical gadgets and control of the plant. Then, a new funding committee
(PRIME) revived the project to be operational again in 2005, as stated by Eu and
Da, (2008). Figure 2.4, clearly showing the mounted relief valve which was placed
after the refurbishing of the plant in 2005. The valve, by regulating the flow rate,
avoided the operation of the turbine under stalled conditions. Afterwards, guide
vanes were installed as stator upstream and downstream the rotor, which
significantly increased the efficiency as mentioned by Falcão et al., (2020).
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Pico OWC plant research centre had been working on the project from 1986 till
2020 with some significant findings to point at. First, refurbishing after a long
period of the shutdown had been a sermon to the maintenance of OWC worldwide.
Second, the capacity of contribution to powering the local grid of Pico Island over
a fair period. Last, the operational experience value from the initial phase to
refurbishing and testing.

Figure 2.4 Pico OWC plant side view cross-section with the relief valve
pointed and OWC lip adapted from Falcão et al., (2020).

After mentioning the main two shorelines fixed OWCs, it is essential to mention a
historical one too. In Norway, theoretical research as stated by Falnes, (1993) was
directed to Wave energy in the 1970s at several institutes. A considerable research
curriculum for wave power extraction was mainly in the central institute for
industrial research (SI) in Oslo at the University of Trondheim. The Norwegian
government began funding the programs in 1977, increasing the annual grants in
1979 and 1980 reaching 2.5 million US dollars (Falnes, (1993)). Afterwards,
theoretical studies were chosen for deeper design and economical studies to turn
theory into reality in the North Sea coast of Norway at Toftesallen 40 km northwest
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of Bergen equipped with Wells turbine generating 500 kW (Figure 2.5), all
information was documented by Falnes, (1993). Unfortunately, the plant was
destroyed during a storm in 1988 due to the deterioration of the bolted connection
to the concrete foundation of the plant.

Figure 2.5 OWC in Norway,1985 (Falnes, (1993))

In 1995 OSPREY (Ocean Swell Powered Renewable Energy) as described by Melby
and Appleton, (1997) was developed and installed near the shore of Dounreay in
Scotland, it rated 2 MW and was considered the largest among all seabed fixed
OWC. Applied Research and Technology Ltd. (Net, (2003)) was the main sponsor
for project coordination and development. The design was mainly oriented towards
moderate depths water (< 20m) employing steel construction and Wells turbine
for the PTO mechanisms. The prospect of a wind turbine combination with the
first OSPREY plant was planned for a subsequent date giving an advantage of 1.5
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MW, reaching 3.5 MW as a total power generated of the plant combined the two
means. Regrettably, massive damage to the steel structure occurred to OSPREY
with no performance data recorded for it. In 2000, a new strategy for building the
latest OSPREY with a combination between the shoreline and seabed fixed
structures to minimize the exposure to open water preventing the damage that
occurred earlier. As per Clément et al., (2002), the proposed plant is projected to
function in 15 m of water within 1 km of the sea shore, delivering up to 2MW of
electricity for coast households. Unfortunately, OSPREY 2000 is still not founded.
Oceanlinx, formerly known as Energetech Australia Pty, has adopted another
method for increasing the capture capacity of an OWC network. Oceanlinx has
developed a technology in 2005 that uses a large parabolic-shaped collector for a
full-scale Fixed (seabed fixed) OWC system as illustrated in Figure 2.6 known as
their Mk1 project according to Elforsk, (2011) and Hemer et al., (2016). A
parabolic-shaped wall at the focal point amplifies the wave height by a factor of
about 2.5 or more, depending on the time and season. These intensifying operations
improve the OWC device's output efficiency. The actual form of the parabolic wall
amplifies the wave height complying with its design. It has been found that the
moderately levelled parabola optimally amplifies the waves and does not increase
their construction costs substantially. Because of the increase in shape, it was also
found that parabolic collector installation includes the increase of the gap between
the lip and the seabed (Figure 2.4). Nevertheless, the lip depth and shape cause
loss of energy, then it must be designed to minimize its influence. Tests to explain
this factor showed that a 4 m distance between the seabed and the collector's lip
did not result in substantial energy loss in conditions where the total water depth
was 10 m or greater. Even after the construction and installation difficulties, the
parabolic-shaped collector has an additional advantage over conventional OWC
systems; the parabolic wall allows for efficient conversion from incoming waves
across a variety of angles. The Mk2 (Batten, (2011)), 1/3 scale device was
commissioned in late 2007 to obtain comprehensive floating device technical data
(Figure 2.15). Also, in 2010, MK3 (Figure 2.16) was introduced sponsoring the idea
of a floating platform that is different from its successor (seabed fixed) equipped
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with numerous OWC chambers installed in each an air turbine. However, it was
wrecked in May 2010 when it broke its moorings in rough seas.

Figure 2.6 Oceanlinx Mk1 project shown in Samantha Robertson et al., (2014)

In 2001, a new shoreline fixed-structure plant was built.in Shanwei, Guangdong
Province, China (see Figure 2.7) rated 100 KW as stated by Guo, (2010) and Zhang
et al., (2014). China prepared to construct several large wave power stations
(nominal capacity larger than 1MW) on the coast of Guangdong, Fujian, Hainan,
Zhejiang provinces before 2020. The Guangdong OWC plant is considered the
largest wave power station in China. It began its commissioning and operating in
2005 with a direct connection to the Chinese national grid. It has an estimated
lifespan of 15 years and an estimation to withstand the worst storm in 50 years.
The length of the OWC is 20m and can receive a wave height of up to 3m.
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Figure 2.7 Shoreline fixed OWC in Guangdong, China illustrated
by Falcão and Henriques, (2016)

Another fixed structure plant is the Yongsoo plant on the coast of Jeju Island south
Korea rated 500KW as stated by Kim et al., (2012) and Cascajo et al., (2019).
The dimension of the plant is 37m long and 31.2m wide equipped with two
horizontal-axis impulse turbines connected to a synchronous generator and an
induction generator each with a power of 250 kW.
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Figure 2.8 Fixed structure Yongsoo, Jeju Island, South Korea
(Cascajo et al., (2019))
2.1.2 Breakwater OWC

In general. Breakwaters is a small structure that is designed to protect harbours
and beaches from coastal erosion; they are placed 30-90m offshore in relatively
shallow water. Breakwaters reduce the strength of wave action in coastal waters
and in this manner provide safe harbourage.
Civil construction is the most important segment of the cost analysis for the OWC
as described by Webb et al., (2005), so the integration of plant structure into
breakwater has many advantages, since the construction costs are shared, and the
access for construction, operation, and maintenance of the wave energy plant
becomes much easier. The first installation was at Sakata, Japan 1990 as mentioned
by Takahashi et al., (1993) a special design was employed using a hollow chamber
or air pocket onto the rigid structure to allow propagating wave patterns to interact
with the airflow inside the chamber which could lead in maximizing the output
power.
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Figure 2.9 Breakwater OWC in Sakata Japan in 1990
(Takahashi et al., (1993))

Basque government in Spain started the Mutriku breakwater plant in 2008 (TorreEnciso et al., (2009)). It was the world's first breakwater wave power plant with a
multiple turbine arrangement, with 16 chambers and 16 Wells turbines rated 18.5
kW each. The Mutriku plant was developed by the Scottish company WaveGen,
belonging to the Voith-Hydro group. Wavegen had worked on both the LIMPET
concept (which is owned on the island of Islay in the southwest of Scotland) and
the Pico prototype in the Azores. The corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Voith Hydro, which is a joint venture between Voith and Siemens (Torre-Enciso
et al., (2009)).
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Figure 2.10 Mutriku breakwater OWC as illustrated
by Torre-Enciso et al., (2009)

2.1.3 Floating structure OWC

Like the Fixed-structure OWC, it depends on oscillating airflow produced from
propagating wave to drive air turbines but unlike the fixed-structure, the relative
motion of airflow is a combination of the free surface movement relative to the
ocean surface and the displacement of the OWC itself. Simply it is slack moored
to the seabed and deployed in deep water beyond the region of breaking waves in
oceans (surf zone).
The first electricity-producing OWCs were Japanese navigation buoys, the
navigation buoys were naturally offshore-floating OWCs. These buoys generated
only enough power to remain self-sufficient (50-500W). Bent Backward Duct Buoy
(BBDB) developed by Yoshio Masuda (Masuda et al., (1987) and Masuda, (1989)),
becoming one of the most successful designs, due to the structure that entails
mainly a bending pipe connected to an air chamber using the direction of waves to
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create a fluctuating pressure, which drives an air turbine connected to a generator.
This distinctive L-shape design with a duct is shown in Figure 2.11. The submerged
opening was originally designed to face the incoming waves; however, it was found
following testing that the BBDB OWC performed much better when the device
was turned backwards. The buoy moored to a fixed point to utilize wave motion
effectively along with the installation of the power generator, all in a stable and
secured approach.

Figure 2.11 schematics of bent backward duct buoy (BBDB)
created by Masuda et al., (1987)

The second recognizable attempt for floating structure OWC was in Japan too, in
the port of Sakata Takahashi et al., (1993) where the Japanese Ministry of
transport developed a wave power extraction breakwater caisson structure (Figure
2.12) to transform the pneumatic wave power into electrical power reaching 60 kW
as estimated.
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In India Ravindran, see Ravindran and Koola, (1991), estimated useful 6000 km of
coastline that can result in generating 40000 MW and also explained the project in
Thiruvananthapuram coast with an are turbine of 2 m diameter coupled to a 150
kW induction generator.

Figure 2.12 Cassion in the breakwater (Takahashi et al., (1993))

Next, the Japan Marine Science and Technology Center (JAMSTEC) built the
world's first large-scale KAIMEI offshore floating system (Masuda, (1979)) as seen
in Figure 2.13. The KAIMEI was 80 meters long and 12 meters tall. with multiple
22 OWC chamber equipped with impulse air turbines and generators that were
placed over the lengthwise OWC galleries, which were exposed to the sea at the
bottom.
KAIMEI open sea trials were performed from August 1978 to March 1986, three
kilometres offshore from Yura, Tsuruoka Town, Yamagata Prefecture, Japan
(Lindroth and Leijon, (2011b)). Production of floating OWC plants in Japan has
progressed, e.g., the "Mighty Whale" offshore OWC project (Figure 2.14) has been
planned, constructed, and evaluated by JAMSTEC.
The concept name of the "Mighty Whale" was given because it resembled a whale
in nature and was 50 m × 30 m × 12 m in total measurements. The mooring
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mechanism was designed to survive wind-wave forces arising from a 50-year storm
(Washio et al., (2001)).
The "Mighty Whale" had three OWC chambers grouped in a row and each chamber
had a 1,7 m long, equipped with a biplane self-rectifying Wells turbine built of
aluminium alloy. Each turbine rotor had 8 NACA0021 profile blades. The average
rating power of the unit was set at 120 kW reaching maximum efficiency of 47 %.
The "Mighty Whale" started working in Gokasho Bay, Japan, in 1998 at a depth
of 40 m, offering useful scientific evidence and organizational knowledge before its
decommissioning.

Figure 2.13 Japanese wave energy converter “Kaimei”
as shown in Falcão and Henriques, (2016)
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Figure 2.14 Mighty whale in Gokasho bay – Japan
as shown in Falcão and Henriques, (2016)
Another floating OWC project was The Mk2 (Batten, (2011)), 1/3 scale device
was commissioned in late 2007 to obtain comprehensive floating device technical
data (Figure 2.15). Also, in 2010, MK3 (Figure 2.16) was introduced sponsoring
the idea of a floating platform that is different from its successor (seabed fixed)
equipped with numerous OWC chambers which installed an air turbine in each.
However, it was wrecked in May 2010 when it broke its moorings in rough seas.
These projects followed the Mk1 fixed structure that was presented earlier in
section 1.5.1.
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Figure 2.15 Oceanlinx Mk2 project shown in Batten, (2011)

Figure 2.16 Oceanlinx Mk3 project shown in Falcão and Henriques, (2016)

An Additional floating OWC project was constructed in Ireland by OceanEnergy
Ltd's (OEBuoy). The OEBuoy is a wave power generation device that the company
claims were engineered for survivability (Figure 2.17). In 2006, the OEBuoy pilot
plant was successfully deployed on the west coast of Ireland (Ireland, (2005)), with
a 1:4 scale model was tested at the Galway Bay test site. Unfortunately the project
was abandoned (João Cruz, (2008)).
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Figure 2.17 The CORES BBDB OWC during deployment in Galway Bay in 2011

2.2 Types of PTOs for OWC

The innovative element that acknowledges the OWC idea from ocean energy
conversion techniques is the structure of the PTO, which is typically an air turbine.
The swaying and reversible nature of the air current through the turbine is a
significant and one-of-a-kind plan challenge that is not experienced anywhere else
in the wide scope of hub stream turbine applications. To overcome this challenge,
there are two fundamental approaches. These are to either use a system of valves
to enable a uni-directional turbine to be used, or to employ a self-rectifying turbine.
Most OWC WECs are equipped with self-rectifying air turbines, which can keep
up the unidirectional turn of the rotor in reversible air stream conditions.
Air turbines that are considered as the primary wave conversion turbines in the
oscillating water column plant divided into four main types:
1. Wells turbine
2. Impulse turbine
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3. Twin turbine
4. Denniss-Auld turbine

The first category involves the Wells turbine tagged into two main sections: Fixed
pitch angle blades and variable pitch angle blades. Several adaptations, such as
fixed guidance vanes with inlet and exit, biplane models, and counter-rotating
rotors. Correspondingly, encompasses variable rotor-geometry air flow turbines. In
keeping with the complexity of the design, the Wells turbine with self-pitch
operated blades and the Wells turbine with variable pitch angle blades are also
announced. The key benefits of this turbine’s category are technical versatility and
robustness, in order to become eligible for installation in an OWC.
The second category encompasses the axial and radial impulse turbines with fixed
guidance vanes and self-pitch-controlled guide vanes for axial turbines and active
pitch-controlled guide vanes for the radial turbine. Modern radial impulse turbine
design will be exploited to including the bi-radial turbine (Falcao and Gato,
(2016)). Despite the increased complexity of the design, impulse turbines can work
over a wider range of flow conditions, opposing other turbine forms based on the
Wells turbine configuration. This is one of the key points for the aim of this thesis
to work on developing radial impulse turbines.
The third category is the twin-rotor turbines, which is based on the concept of
running two identical “standard” air turbines in parallel, to transform the
pneumatic energy from an OWC, so that for a given pressure head situation, the
flow sequence guide-vanes rotor-blades in the first turbine is reversed concerning
the second turbine.
The fourth and last category concerning the Denniss-Auld turbine with variable
angle blades. Contrary to the fixed blades, the variable rotor configuration of the
Denniss-Auld turbine creates an additional sophistication in a turbine's design but
may significantly increase its performance across a far wider range of airflows
produced by the OWC.
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All turbines reviewed in this chapter are included in Figure 2.18, as a guide for
addressing air turbines in this dissertation.

Monoplane

Monoplane with fixed
guide vanes

Fixed pitch baldes

Biplane

Contra-rotating

Air Turbines

Wells

Fixed blades with nonzero setting pitch angle

Variable pitch angle
blades

Self-pitch-controlled
blades
Variable pitch angle
blades
Self-pitch-controlled
guide vanes

Axial
Fixed guide vanes

Impulse

Fixed guide vanes
Radial turbine
Active-pitch-controlled
guide vanes

Twin rotor
Bi-radial

Denniss-Auld

Figure 2.18 Hierarchy of air turbines to be reviewed in this chapter
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2.3 Dimensionless coefficients and nomenclature

Dimensional coefficients and nomenclature must be described and calculated before
describing and identifying turbine categories, so that it can be compared. In this
section dimensionless coefficients for data processing will be presented by the
performance calculation in both steady and non-steady flow conditions, addressing
the overall efficiency by the torque and input coefficients concerning the flow
condition the machine is subjected to. All variables included in the equations had
been identified in the nomenclature section. In the upcoming section the coefficients
will be divided into two categories, the steady efficiency coefficients, and the nonsteady ones.

2.3.1 Steady efficiency

Performance evaluations are expressed in terms of the classical dimensionless
coefficients: torque coefficient CT, input coefficient CA, efficiency η, and rotor
efficiency ηRotor, in which are all presented against the flow coefficient ϕ. These
expressions are specified as:
T0
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Non-steady efficiency

To be able to evaluate the turbine performance into sinusoidal flow conditions, a
classical methodology has been used. Examples of this well-known methodology
can be found in several publications as Thakker and Dhanasekaran, (2004) and
Setoguchi and Takao, (2006). Periodic flow conditions will be simulated at constant
rotational speed by presuming quasi-steady flow conditions. Equation (2.9) shows
how non-steady efficiency ηNS has been calculated (period T = 15 s) using the flow
coefficient calculated in equation (2.8).

 =  sin (2π t/T)
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2.4 Fixed pitch blades: Wells turbine

2.4.1 Wells turbine: Monoplane

Wells turbine consists of several uniform rotor blades with fixed pitch symmetrical
airfoil (NACA 00XX series) as shown in Figure 2.19 (Soltanmohamadi and Lakzian,
(2016)), where blades are mounted in a 90° stagger around the centre. As been
illustrated in Figure 2.19, the turbine is designed to be a self-rectifying turbine,
rotating unidirectional regardless of the airflow direction.

Figure 2.19 Schematic of Wells turbine (Soltanmohamadi and Lakzian, (2016))
In order to analyse the monoplane Wells turbine, forces must be resolved and
identified. The relative airflow velocity, WR, created by combining the axial flow
velocity through the turbine, VA, and the blade's tangential velocity, VT, produces
aerodynamic forces on the airfoil segment depending on the magnitude of an
incidence angle α, as shown in Figure 2.20. There are also dotted arrows, referring
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to the inhalation as an airflow direction and the continuous arrows refer to the
exhalation airflow direction. Both forces are a lifting force, FL, and a drag force,
FD, working in a natural and complementary manner to WR. The forces FL and FD
can be resolved into the tangential and axial forces FT and FA respectively as:

FT = FL sinα-FD cosα
FA = FL cosα + FD sinα

(2.10)

Over a wave cycle, the magnitudes and directions of FT and FA differ with an airfoil
working in an oscillating and reversible airflow. But FT's direction remains
unchanged, granting the Wells turbine the self-rectifying feature.

Figure 2.20 Forces acting on the Wells turbine blade.
The first well known extensive study had been exploited for Wells turbine design
and operation parameters as shown in Figure 2.21 presented by Raghunathan,
(1995). Turbine efficiency had been evaluated based on the total pressure drop
across the turbine (inlet-outlet). At small flow rates, the power output is low, or
even negative, whilst at large flow rates the blades stall and the efficiency drop
sharply after a certain flow coefficient (Circled in red colour) as shown in Figure
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2.21. This means that there is only a narrow band of flow coefficient within which
the Wells turbine operates, this phenomenon experienced in Limpet showing the
need to change the mean turbine speed with the available input power to minimize
parasitic losses, maximize efficiency, and limit stall at times of high wave activity
as referenced by Boake et al., (2002) leading to the main disadvantage of Wells
turbine for wave energy extraction.

Figure 2.21 Efficiency to flow coefficient relation from Raghunathan, (1995)

Also, according to Raghunathan, (1995), solidity (σ, equation (2.11)), variation
had a huge impact on the turbine efficiency especially when the solidity value
exceeded 0.5. It was concluded that the efficiency reduction at high solidity is said
to be generally a result of escalating kinetic energy losses at the turbine exit
accompanied by swirl. Poor starting characteristics had been found at solidities
below 0.5 compared to high solidity models. In addition to decreasing performance.
The solidity can be expressed as stated by Shehata et al., (2017) and several other
researchers.
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=

C
S

(2.11)

S=

2  rM
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(2.12)

Where C is the chord length, S is the blade pitch, rM is the mean radius and NB is
the number of blades.
This significant aspect that needs to be taken into consideration as a big parameter
to be addressed in the design of a WEC is the pressure drop. It is related, not only
to the loss registered in the turbine, but also affects directly the damping created
by the turbine on the OWC. Another option to the high solidity Wells turbine
monoplane is a biplane turbine with two low-solidity rotors that can be used to
provide reasonable efficiency and to avoid poor starting characteristics and to
minimize friction losses around the rotor blades.

2.4.2 Wells turbine: Monoplane with fixed guide vanes

In pursuing the means to reduce kinetic energy losses in the turbine exit (inhalation
or exhalation), setting up of fixed guide vanes downstream the rotor is considered
one of the most convenient methods as stated by many researchers (Curran and
Gato, (1997); Setoguchi et al., (2004a), (2003b) Kim et al., (2001), Cui et al.,
(2017)). Nevertheless, since the turbine is symmetrical, it drives to locate guide
vanes both upstream and downstream the rotor.
Besides, the guide vanes are also used to optimize the orientation of the airflow
going towards the rotor blades (Figure 2.22), which help minimizing incidence
losses at the leading edge of the rotor. Curran and Gato, (1997) were among the
pioneers to present the effect of guide vanes on the efficiency of the monoplane
setting in the Wells turbine through experimental results. T Setoguchi et al., (2001)
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also investigated the effect of guide vanes placement upstream and downstream of
the rotor. In Figure 2.23, It is shown that the configuration with guide vanes
upstream and downstream the rotor maximizes the performance of the turbine for
the whole range of flow coefficients.

Figure 2.22 Monoplane Wells turbine with fixed guide vanes schematic diagram

Figure 2.23 Effects of 2D guide vanes upstream and downstream the rotor
on turbine efficiency adapted from T Setoguchi et al., (2001)
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Setoguchi et al., (2003b) also presented a sophisticated study regarding the effect
of the guide vanes on the Wells turbine (Figure 2.24), the study also submitted the
effect of variable pitch guide vanes and its effect on efficiency. The figure had been
manipulated intentionally to facilitate direct comparison between guided and
unguided Wells turbines at setting pitch angle, γ = 0°. With guide vanes turbine
showed an increase of 4% concerning unguided ones, implying the benefit of guide
vanes in Wells turbine for optimizing flow through rotor blades.

Figure 2.24 Efficiency plotted against flow coefficient ϕ, for Wells turbine without
and with guide vanes adapted from Setoguchi et al., (2003b).

Govardhan and Chauhan, (2007), conducted steady incompressible 3D CFD
analyses of two Wells turbine rotor configurations, fixed and variable chord (Figure
2.25). The variable cord configuration with fixed guide vanes at the inlet and outlet
with circular arc profiles were also investigated. The variable chord configuration
is a creative rotor concept that was created to address the shortcomings of the
Wells turbine configuration with the constant chord rotor. One of the main
disadvantages of constant chord geometry is that constant chord rotors exhibit
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flow separation in the hub area, resulting in heavy wakes and eventual mixing of
the flow at the downstream side of the rotor.

Figure 2.25 Variable chord rotor for Wells turbine, adapted
from Soltanmohamadi and Lakzian, (2016)

Figure 2.26, depicts the effect of guide vanes on the variable chord rotor's
performance, presenting efficiency against flow coefficients. Simulations clearly
show that the Wells turbine design with a variable chord rotor outperforms the
traditional turbine configuration with a constant chord rotor. It is also observed
that the addition of guide vanes improves the performance of the VARC rotor, and
this effect is more pronounced at lower values of ϕ, as the power coefficient of the
VARC rotor is almost twice that of CONC rotor
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Figure 2.26 Effect of guide vanes on efficiency, ϕ,
of variable chord rotor Govardhan and Chauhan, (2007)

2.4.3 Wells turbine: Biplane

The biplane concept simply is to divide the total pressure drop created by the
OWC into two turbines (Curran and Gato, (1997)). The biplane design is shown
in Figure 2.27. Such a configuration offers lower interference between blades and
will result in improved performance. The biplane schematic parameter G is the
distance between the rotors, c is the chord length, S is the spacing between the
blades or the pitch of the cascade, and S * is the shift between blades on different
planes.
The biplane configuration has two additional characteristics that specify the airfoils
relative positions to guarantee to capture the pressure drop across the rotor blades.
Which specifies the relative locations of the planes, namely: gap-chord ratio, G/c,
and setting pitch angle γ. Except in biplane designs with pre-set blade incidence,
γ is usually equal to 0°.
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Figure 2.27 Schematic diagram of biplane Wells turbine,
adapted from Gato and Curran, (1996)

Curran and Gato, (1997), presented a comparison between the monoplane and the
biplane turbine setting of equal total solidity as shown in Figure 2.28 which was
adapted from Curran and Gato, (1997). Biplane setting average and peak efficiency
is higher than the monoplane setting (Figure 2.28). This is explained by the fact
that low solidity values on stages, as the overall solidity in the biplane is divided
into two planes while the monoplane has all blades on one plane, leading to lower
friction losses for the biplane setting and consequently less kinetic energy losses are
discharged in the outflow. Kaneko et al., (1991) also studied several configurations
for the biplane Wells turbine including the amendment of the G/c ratio change. In
brief, the biplane configuration, having the same overall solidity, shows improved
performance compared to the monoplane design.
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Figure 2.28 Steady efficiency comparison between
monoplane and biplane adapted from Curran and Gato, (1997)

2.4.4 Wells turbine: Contra-rotating

The limitations associated with guide vanes and biplane configuration can be
improved by using the Wells contra-rotating turbine, which consists of two rotors
spinning in opposite directions as mentioned by Raghwathan and Beattie, (1995)
exemplified in Figure 2.29. The fundamental principle of the contrarotating
hypothesis is that the swirl generated by the upstream rotor is counteracted by the
downstream rotor's opposite rotation halting the impact on each other.
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Figure 2.29 Contra rotating turbine schematic diagram
A contra-rotating Wells turbine can be shown to be more powerful mechanically
than a biplane design as shown in Figure 2.30. Although there is no perceptible
difference between contra-rotating and biplane performance curves, the researcher
data output among the different Wells turbine designs is shown by a contrarotating configuration.

Figure 2.30 Turbine steady efficiency comparison between contra-rotating
and guide vanes Wells turbine (Curran and Gato, (1997)).
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2.4.5 Wells turbine: fixed blades with non-zero setting pitch angle

Researchers applied numerous modifications to Wells turbine especially in the
setting pitch angle (γ) of the blades as shown in Figure 2.31. Setoguchi et al.,
(2003b) approached this modification with data obtained from a real OWC in India
and Japan to be able to examine the modification sensibly. Firstly, experimental
results showed that the axial airflow velocity through the turbine is higher in
exhalation than inhalation creating an imbalance in performance between the two
modes. These findings are required to change the design of the rotor to a nonsymmetrical geometry.
Setoguchi et al., (2003b) experimented with Wells turbines without guidance vanes
and blades positioned at varying setting angles (-4 °, -2 °, 0 °, +2 °, and +4 °) as
shown in Figure 2.32. It can be shown that performance increases with the setting
angle till reaching γ = 4 °.
Experiments have also shown that the starting characteristics of the turbine with
positively angled blades were better than the blades set at 0 °. Tests with the same
range of setting angles were carried out on the turbine with guidance vanes. The
findings showed a similar increase in efficiency for positive setting angles. As
Setoguchi et al., (2003b) concluded in their research the optimum setting angle for
guided or unguided Wells turbine is γ = 2 °.

Figure 2.31 Schematic diagram of variations of setting pitch angle,
adapted from Setoguchi et al., (2003b)
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Figure 2.32 Efficiency for Wells turbine under
steady flow conditions with multiple setting pitch angles.
Biplane configuration with different setting pitch angle (Figure 2.33) had been
analysed in several articles by Kaneko et al., (1991). Presenting the effect of pitch
angles on the overall performance. Kaneko et al., (1991) showed the optimum
setting angle for biplane setting is between the range of 2° to 4°, close to the angle
suggested by Setoguchi et al., (2003b), (γ= 2°).

Figure 2.33 Biplane configuration for Wells turbine with setting pitch angle γ.
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2.5 Variable pitch blades: Wells turbine

As been stated briefly in the previous section, all configurations of the Wells
turbines with fixed pitch blades have their special operating advantages and
working characteristics, but they perform well only over a small range of flow
coefficients, φ. Variable blade pitch had an advantage for the turbine to expand
their flow operational flow rates

2.5.1 Wells turbine: self-pitch-controlled blades.

Setoguchi et al., (1997) attempt to overcome the disadvantages related to
conventional turbine configurations, introducing the Wells turbine with self-pitchcontrolled blades shown in Figure 2.33. Setting pitch angle (γ) changed concerning
the airflow into two prescribed fixed angle positions as illustrated in Figure 2.33,
achieving the maximum possible torque. Kim et al., (2001) and Setoguchi et al.,
(1997) presented advantages for the self-pitch controlled blades over the traditional
Wells turbine in starting and running attributes, an increase in peak efficiency was
noticed by 15% when comparing self-pitch with the Wells turbine with guide vanes.
Setoguchi et al., (1997) showed the maximum mean efficiency of this design at γ
= 6°.
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Figure 2.34 Self-pitch-controlled Wells turbine schematic diagram
adapted from Setoguchi et al., (1997).

2.5.2 Wells turbine: variable pitch angle blades.

As previously mentioned, using a turbine with variable pitch angle blades is one of
the possible methods of enhancing wave energy conversion. The variable pitch
blade design principle is based on adjusting the blade setting angle, γ, in tandem
with the changing airflow volume flow rate through the turbine not like the selfpitch-controlled blades that have only two positions for the blade setting angle, γ
, as shown schematically in Figure 2.34.
The first full-scale variable pitch blades Wells turbines were implemented in the
Pico Island OWC as fully described by Taylor and Caldwell, (1998) (Figure 2.35).
The variable pitch blades turbine rotor was designed to handle 15 blades with a
pitch angle range of between -40° and +40°.
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Figure 2.35 Partially sectioned rotor for variable pitch blades turbine,
Taylor and Caldwell, (1998).

2.6 Impulse turbines

Another self-rectifying turbine that has gained substantial publicity as an
application for OWCs is the impulse turbine (Figure 2.36). The impulse turbine is
not vulnerable to an aerodynamic stall, unlike the Wells turbine. It offers useful
performance over a wide range of flows, has robust starting characteristics, and
runs at far lower speeds (T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)).
The impulse turbine consists of considerably more rotor blades than a Wells turbine
and requires obligatory operating guide vanes which act as a nozzle and diffuser,
where a Wells turbine does not. Kim et al., (1988) presented an impulse turbine
with fixed guide vanes (Figure 2.36) as an alternative to the Wells turbine to
address disadvantages, such as the restricted operating range as mentioned before.
The blades of the rotor are fixed generally, but both fixed and moving guide vanes
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were investigated and will be considered in detail in the upcoming sections of this
chapter (Gomes et al., (2008), Thakker and Hourigan, (2004)).
Impulse turbines are categorized according to the direction of the airflow: axial or
radial. An impulse turbine can be self-rectifying, able to manage bi-directional
airflow, by means of placing guide vanes on both sides of the rotor. The subsequent
setting of the guide vanes to the rotor blade results in a self-rectifying turbine that
still rotates in the same direction, regardless of the direction of the airflow (Figure
2.36). Besides, guide vanes may be categorized as fixed or self-pitch controlled.
Axial turbines are very popular for their simplicity, ease of operation and high
efficiencies. However, axial turbines produce high axial thrust, which causes bearing
fatigue failure. On the other hand, radial turbines supress the bidirectionality of
the axial thrust and they are easier to manufacture. In addition, the torque
generated by the radial turbine is robust due to the radial structure. Despite the
high degree of damping induced by the radial turbine, it is favourable due to its
reliability and low maintenance costs while comparing to other turbines (T.
Setoguchi et al., (2001), Setoguchi et al., (2002))

Figure 2.36 Impulse turbine with guide vanes schematic diagram
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The main source of loss in impulse turbines is the downstream guide vanes. On the
other hand, the rotor blades, despite showing good values of efficiency, are sensitive
to having an efficient rotor design, T. Setoguchi et al., (2001), describes two rotor
blade geometries: the simple and elliptical profile, the simple profile was
constructed by using two circular arcs and then continuous straight lines forming
the leading and trailing edges which in turn forms the flow passages between blades
as shown in Figure 2.37. On the other hand, the elliptical profile was formed by a
circular arc on the pressure side and an ellipse on the suction side. It had been
found that the elliptical profile superior to the simple ones and the maximum
efficiency is obtained for γ = 60o

Figure 2.37 Simple vs Elliptical blade profiles
adapted from T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)
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2.6.1 Impulse turbines: Axial

2.6.1.1 Self-pitch-controlled guide vanes
In the case of self-pitching guide vanes, two sets of guide vanes on each side of the
rotor are pivoted to change orientation by the direction of flow with the aid of an
aerodynamic moment (Takao et al., (2000) and Kim et al., (2001))(Figure 2.38).
Upstream guide vanes operate as a nozzle and downstream guide vanes serve as a
diffuser.

Figure 2.38 Schematic of a self-pitch-controlled guide vanes impulse turbine
adapted from T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)

Self-pitching guide vanes linked with the wave input frequency, were designed by
S. K. Kaneko et al., (1992) as shown in Figure 2.38, adopting the concept of free
guide vanes pivoted to rotate around the pivot joint with two pre-set angles: 15o
and 50o. Two types of vanes were examined: monotype vane and splitter vane type
as shown in Figure 2.39 (T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)). Aerodynamic moments are
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the responsible forces for changing the orientation of the guide vanes leading to the
perfect angle of attack according to the inhalation or exhalation phase.

Figure 2.39 Monotype (a) and Splitter type (b),
adapted from T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)

Inoue et al., (1996) and Inioue et al., (2000) compared the theoretical and
experimental findings of the impulse turbine with the Self-pitch-controlled guide
vanes. This is achieved both for continuous flow and oscillating flow conditions. As
part of the Indian wave energy program, the impulse turbine with self-pitch
operated guide vanes is being tested at the Vizhinjam OWC-based wave energy
plant (Santhakumar et al., (1998)).
Later, Setoguchi et al., (2004b) carried out a numerical analysis of this model of
the turbine to explain the influence of different parameters, such as the Reynolds
number and the hub-to-tip ratio for the concept of self-pitch guide vanes it has
been found that the Reynolds number and the hub-to-tip ratio have no effect on
the impulse turbine's starting characteristics. Thakker et al., (2013) patented an
impulse turbine with a controlled guide vane mechanism, equipped with a
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controller that uses signals from sensors that detects air motions inside the duct of
the turbine which in turn drive a mechanism to rotate the first and second guide
vanes. The controller rotates the first and second guide vanes rows so that they
alternate at the same time between the nozzle and the diffuser angles as the air
direction shifts in the stream, distinguishing the configuration of the turbine
according to the modes either exhalation or inhalation.
Liu et al., (2016) developed and analysed a numerical study on impulse turbines
with pitch-controlled guide vanes and rotor asymmetrically with a non-zero value
of setting angle expecting to adapt to various flow conditions (Figure 2.40). The
optimum setting angle (γ) for the rotor blade is 5° within the corresponding
guidance vanes configurations investigated reaching a maximum turbine efficiency
of 51% at ϕ = 1, surpassing Setoguchi et al., (2004b) turbine by 6% in means of
turbine efficiency at the same flow coefficient.

Figure 2.40 Schematic diagram of an impulse turbine with a variation
of rotor and guide vanes setting angle (γ)
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2.6.1.2 Fixed guide vanes

Even though the turbine with a self-adjusted guidance vane performs more
effectively over a wide range of flow speeds, it has several inherent disadvantages
due to the nature of moving parts. It needs a robust setup to survive the selfpitching process for many oscillations a day, resulting also in higher running and
repair costs. Fixed guide vane would alleviate all these problems at the expense of
overall results.
Kim et al., (2000) performed a 2-D numerical analysis based on the full Reynoldsaveraged Navier – Stokes equation to investigate the internal flow action of an
impulse turbine with fixed guide vanes. Maeda et al., (1999) and Maeda et al.,
(2000) investigated other numerical analyses showing that there is a maximal
efficiency for a guide vane setting angle of 30° (Figure 2.41).

Figure 2.41 Steady efficiency against flow coefficient
for various guide vane setting angles (Maeda et al., (1999))
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Further investigations were performed on impulse turbine by T. Setoguchi et al.,
(2001), which made an extensive studies at Saga university test rig investigating
different setting positions for the fixed guide vanes under both steady and
sinusoidal flow patterns with two inlet rotor flow angles (50o,60o) measured with
the vertical axis as shown in Figure 2.42. Also, Setoguchi found that the optimum
guide vane setting angle was 30o with a peak of 39 % efficiency with 60o rotor inlet
angle and revealed the optimum vane/rotor spacing ratio to be 0.37 in which
resulted in highest mean efficiency regardless of the guide vane setting angle.

Figure 2.42 Fixed guide vanes impulse turbine
adapted from T. Setoguchi et al., (2001)

An Additional experimental work was done by Murakami et al., (2016) that
conducted experimental research on impulse turbines for OWC including steady
airflow tests to be able to conduct the rotor and guide vanes characteristics and an
unsteady analysis in a 2-D wave tank with regular waves to have a close to real
performance assessment. Impacts of the air chamber length and the guide vane’s
setting angle on the overall efficiency are been exploited. Murakami et al., (2016),
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recommended having a setting angle for the guide vanes of 30° while having a rotor
angle of 60° measured vertically which is equivalent to 30° horizontally.
Further numerical and experimental studies were conducted by Thakker and
Dhanasekaran, (2004) and Thakker et al., (2005) on Setogushi published work.
Among the parameters, the hub/tip ratio had the greatest effect as when the
hub/tip ratio increases by 21 % from 0.7 to 0.85 resulted in a decrease of 13 % in
the peak steady flow efficiency. On the other hand, decreasing the hub/ratio by
16.6 % from 0.7 to 0.6 resulted in an increase of 7 % in the peak efficiency, reaching
55 %. ensuring the high impact of the parameter claiming that end-wall effects and
losses are the main reason for such a decrease
Advanced numerical analysis of the flow through the impulse turbine (Badhurshah
and Samad, (2014)) reveals that the flow separation happens in the tip region near
the trailing edge of the blade. However, with the rise in rotational speed, the
separation points change towards the core of the rotor passages. The rotor solidity
ratio analysis suggests a solidity of 0.63 should be used for maximum performance
results (Cui and Liu, 2014). The comparison of the starting characteristics with
the Wells turbine reveals that both types of impulse turbines accelerate quicker, as
mentioned by T. Setoguchi et al., (2001).

2.6.2 Impulse turbine: Radial turbine

2.6.2.1 Fixed guide vanes

The impulse turbine could function as either an axial or a radial system depending
on the configuration of the blade and rotor as shown in Figure 2.43. Radial turbine
configuration has some benefits over axial turbine setting, including a decrease in
the oscillating axial thrust and a lower production cost owing to the simplicity of
the blade geometry. While maintaining the self-rectifying property, the turbine is
sensitive to flow direction, as air flows through the rotor blades and guide vanes
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either centrifugal or centripetal reliant on the wave oscillation cycle. The turbine
is connected to the OWC chamber by an axial duct, while the outlet to or outlet
to the atmosphere is radial.
McCormick et al., (1992) suggested the first self-rectifying radial impulse turbine,
consisting of a single-stage form with one row of rotor blades connected to the shaft
and two rows of fixed stator blades, as seen in Figure 2.44. A variety of radial
impulse turbines have been tested for operation at low rotational speed as turbine
efficiency was considerably low with respect to other configurations of impulse
turbines as mentioned by Setoguchi et al., (2002).

Figure 2.43 3D radial impulse turbine understudy
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Figure 2.44 Schematic diagram of radial impulse turbine
Setoguchi et al., (2002) went deeper into the performance of the radial impulse
turbine configuration. A parametric study was presented with multiple settings for
rotors and stators with different angles. Experimental investigation for the radial
turbine recommending that the optimum orientation is 25o for inner and outer
guide vanes during the sinusoidal motion of waves. Although, stating that 30° was
the setting angle with the highest efficiency but only for inhalation mode. Pereiras
et al., (2011c) continued research in the radial impulse turbine with fixed guide
vanes to reach an improved geometry with better and more balanced performance
in inhalation and exhalation modes. Figure 2.45 showing better performance for
Pereiras et al., (2011c) geometry over Setoguchi et al., (2002) geometry stating
that the key to good performance is the balance between both modes as illustrated
in the figure.
Murakami et al., (2016) conducted experimental research on impulse turbines for
OWC including steady airflow tests to be able to conduct the rotor and guide vanes
characteristics and an unsteady analysis in a 2-D wave tank with regular waves to
have a close to real performance assessment. Impacts of the air chamber length
and the guide vane’s setting angle on the overall efficiency are been exploited.
Murakami et al., (2016), recommended having a setting angle for the guide vanes
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of 30° while having a rotor angle of 60° measured vertically which is equal to 30°
horizontally (Figure 2.46).

Figure 2.45 Total to static steady efficiencies of new geometry
by Pereiras et al., (2011c) and the old geometry by Setoguchi et al., (2002) (M8)
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Figure 2.46 Total to static steady efficiency for the various setting angle
of impulse turbine by Murakami et al., (2016)

2.6.2.2 Active-pitch-controlled guide vanes

In an attempt to improve and increase the efficiency of the radial turbine for the
conversion of wave energy, Takao et al., (2005) suggested a radial turbine with
pitch-controlled guide vanes for the conversion of wave energy (Figure 2.47).
Experimental investigations had been carried out in both steady and unsteady flow
conditions and compared with the traditional radial turbine (radial turbine with
fixed guide vanes). In this model, the guide vanes are rotated and operated by the
stepping motors, timing pulleys, and timing belts. Figure 2.48 shows the
comparison between pitch controlled guide vanes radial turbine and the fixed guide
vane radial turbine, about a 12 % increase in peak non -steady efficiency had been
encountered towards the pitch controlled prototype. Takao et al., (2006) continued
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research on the pitch-controlled type of the radial turbine describing the effect of
the setting angle of the outer guide vane on the turbine overall performance.

Figure 2.47 Schematic diagram for the radial turbine
with pitch-controlled guide vanes by Takao et al., (2005).
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Figure 2.48 Mean peak efficiencies under sinusoidal flow conditions
by Takao et al., (2005)

2.6.3 Impulse turbine: Bi-radial

The biradial turbine is a two-way impulse turbine that was patented by Falcao
and Gato, (2016). This turbine is symmetrical to the plane perpendicular to its
axis of rotation, this turbine is another option to the self-rectifying axial-flow
impulse turbine (Falcão et al., (2013a)). The inlet of the fluid into the rotor from
one of the two axially offset spacings is centripetal and the outlet flow is centrifugal.
The rotor is surrounded by a pair of radial-flow guide vanes row, each row being
connected to the corresponding rotor opening by a vent, the walls of which are flat
discs. The turbine can be seen in Figure 2.49. The guide vanes are positioned next
to the rotor and can be withdrawn from or placed into the flow field by displacing
the entire guide vanes radially from the rotor to prevent the downstream guide
vanes from obstructing the flow from the rotor by allowing the rotor's exit flow to
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be decelerated in the connecting duct (both the circumferential and radial velocity
components are reduced), resulting in lower incidence losses at the guide vanes.
Under the standard operating conditions, after the upstream row of guide vanes
oriented the flow, the flow reaches the rotor with a broad circumferential swirl.
The bulk of the swirl is absorbed by the rotor blade movement which is need for
the energy conversion process from kinetic energy to mechanical energy (shaft
torque), which results in a substantial misalignment of the flow at the entrance to
the downstream lead vane system with the stator blades, resulting in extreme
incidence losses at the leading edge of the outer guide vanes.
Falcão et al., (2013b) published results for the model testing of the bi-radial impulse
turbine showing the best mean efficiency among all impulse turbines reaching 72%
which is typically due to the sliding guide vanes (Figure 2.50) which eliminates the
incidence losses downstream the rotor by preventing the downstream guide vanes
from obstructing the flow coming out of the rotor. When the direction of the flow
is reversed, the axial motion of the guide vanes is regulated in such a way that it
is accomplished in a short amount of time. The guiding vane axial translational
motion can be generated by hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, or other means.

Figure 2.49 Biradial turbine (A. F. O. Falcão et al., (2015))
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Figure 2.50 Illustration of the bi-radial impulse turbine
with sliding guide vanes by Falcão et al., (2013a)

2.7 Twin-rotor turbine

Based on the single-stage conventional turbines, like classic turbines used for steam
or gas, accompanied with a row of guide vanes trailed by the rotor blades.
Unidirectional turbines are known for the high-efficiency privilege. As its name
would suggest twin-rotor turbine is characterized by twin-rotor blades as shown in
Figure 2.51, air turbines (T1 and T2) are used in parallel to convert pneumatic
power of the OWC to mechanical power then to the generator (Jayashankar et al.,
(2009)). The flow series is reversed concerning both turbines as shown in Figure
2.51, most of the flow is admitted to one of the turbines (which is operated
efficiently, direct mode), while a smaller fraction is admitted to the other turbine.
The two turbines can be connected to a single generator or each turbine can be
connected to its generator. Mala et al., (2011), tested the twin-rotor configuration
experimentally and measured 60% peak efficiency. Pereiras et al., (2014), tested
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numerically the twin-turbine in both direct and reverse modes. It had been found
that the system is wasting 1/3 of the flow through the turbine in reverse mode,
consequently, the negative torque produced by the turbine working in reverse mode
directly impacting the system efficiency of the two turbines, which are connected
to the same rotation axis.

Figure 2.51 Twin-rotor turbine schematic diagram
(Falcão and Henriques, (2016))

A. F. O. Falcão et al., (2015) introduced a new turbine based on the twin
unidirectional turbine topology described earlier, to avoid the negative torque
generated by one of the turbines in the reverse mode. The new turbine is equipped
with two rows of spinning blades axially offset from each other, mounted on the
same shaft, complemented by matching guidance vanes, as in the traditional axial
or radial-flow turbine as in Figure 2.52. The reciprocating air passage between the
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OWC chamber and the atmosphere takes place alternately as a unidirectional flow
into one or the other bladed channel. The mechanism of flow is defined as following,
the turbine runs at pressures pA and pB between spaces A and B. The OWC air
chamber and the atmosphere are examples of these places. When p A > pB, air
should only flow through turbine T1. When pA < pB, the air should only flow
through turbine T2. This is made feasible by a pair of curved ducts placed
circumferentially and alternately open to spaces A and B, as shown in Figure 2.52.

Figure 2.52 New twin-rotor turbine by A. F. O. Falcão et al., (2015)
with both radial and axial configurations

The new turbine's design allows for the installation of a two-position axially sliding
cylindrical valve that prevents air from moving in the opposite direction (Figure
2.53). Because of the valve's small size and stroke, this is made simpler. The valve
actuator may be pneumatic or electrical.
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Figure 2.53 Two-position axial sliding valve (A. F. de O. Falcão et al., (2015)).

Comparisons have been made between this turbine and the biradial turbine (A. F.
O. Falcão et al., (2015)), presenting the most sophisticated and powerful selfrectifying till now. The new turbine was found to be more effective in terms of
efficiency at a margin of around 8% as shown in Figure 2.54.

Figure 2.54 Comparison between the twin-rotor radial turbine
and the biradial turbine in terms of efficiency (A. F. O. Falcão et al., (2015))
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Rodríguez et al., (2020) developed and validated a numerical CFD model to
evaluate the flow patterns of two separate outflow radial turbines designed to be
mounted in the twin-turbine configuration of the oscillating water column wave
energy conversion systems (Figure 2.55). In direct mode, the improved shape
outperforms the initial design (Rodríguez et al., (2018)) by 8-9 % in terms of totalto-static efficiency. it was assumed that the performance of the outflow radial
turbine could cope with the axial turbines in the case of twin turbine
configurations. Claiming that more study is needed to compare the proposed
prototype and the conventional biradial configurations.

Figure 2.55 OWC equipped with twin radial turbines,
adapted from Rodríguez et al., (2020)

2.8 The Denniss-Auld turbine

Designed and implemented in the Oceanlinx OWC plant in port Kembla in
Australia. This turbine design is not classified on either the Wells or the impulse
turbines, and differing in many design aspects (Finnigan and Auld, (2003), López
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et al., (2013)). The turbine has unique shaped blades symmetric to the mid-chord
axis. An actuating mechanism is used to adjust the pitch of the blades so that the
airflow shifts the turbine direction in other words blades orientation changes
simultaneously with the rotation of the rotor. To improve the OWC plant's
pneumatic performance, the turbine is positioned at the mid-section of a
convergent-divergent duct (see Figure 2.57), which speeds up the airflow through
the turbine to enhance turbine production. It can also be seen that the airduct in
the OWC chamber is positioned horizontally at 90 ° to the primary flow.

Figure 2.56 Denniss-auld turbine (full scale) (Finnigan and Auld, (2003))
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.

Figure 2.57 OWC chamber position (Alcorn and Finnigan, (2004))
Another vital feature assuring novelty is the capability of Denniss-Auld turbine
blades (Figure 2.58) to be angled in such a way enabling the blades to easily turn
around a wide-angle as the flow changes direction to accommodate the opposite
force. Explaining the fact that the Denniss-Auld variable pitch blades turbine is
ideal for high torque operations in oscillating flows ranging from zero to neartransonic. According to Finnigan and Auld, (2003), which claimed that the turbine
can still create meaningful torque in severe flow circumstances (ϕ>10), though at
a lower efficiency (20%).

Figure 2.58 Blade configuration in oscillating flow (Finnigan and Auld, (2003))
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2.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, the OWC structure variants had been addressed according to the
major difficulties compelled researchers and developers, including the high cost of
grid connection, the variety of energy resources either nearshore or offshore, the
ability to live in extreme marine conditions, and the high operating and
maintenance expenses. The OWC structure had been categorized into three main
categories: Fixed, breakwater and floating structure. Every structure was exploited
with respect to the historical implementation of the famous plants according to the
installation category.
Afterwards, the classification of self-rectifying air turbines has been presented in
the current chapter. Variations of practical OWC devices have been introduced, as
well as consideration of appropriate air turbines for converting the pneumatic
energy provided by WECs. The most used variants of air turbines for OWC
applications were exploited in addition to the commonly used option, the Wells
turbine. However, its construction simplicity and robustness are restrained because
the operating range of this turbine is small. On the other hand, the impulse
turbines, twin rotor turbines and the Denniss-Auld turbine with variable pitch
blades are capable of working in a wider variety of flow conditions compared to
Wells turbine types. But they show lower peak efficiencies or the need of moving
parts as well as the complexity of maintenance. Dimensionless coefficients and
nomenclature for the performance indicators has been utilized, to be able to access
different types of PTOs.
While conventional approaches for the design of rotating flow machines are still
commonly used, it has been seen that the trend in the use of CFD techniques to
produce modern turbomachines, including OWC turbines, is growing. Currently,
according to Pinto et al., (2017) and Chew and Hills, (2007), designers of rotating
machines rely almost entirely on CFD to create 3D blade parts. With the
increasingly imminent rise in computing capacity, the future of CFD software for
design and research is very exciting. However, CFD will not be a complete
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replacement for the experimental testing of designs, but rather will provide help to
improve design performance which has been illustrated in the upcoming chapter.
OWC radial impulse turbines are among the most current and promising turbine
configurations. The radial turbine with fixed guide vanes is an especially curious
design to study. Even though the radial turbine has been in existence for more
than a decade, numerous problems remain to be addressed in terms of refining its
geometry and improving its performance. The present thesis was carried out to fill
this void in understanding and to add new knowledge to the development of the
architecture of the radial impulse turbine.
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Chapter 3
Numerical model
In this chapter, a historical overview of the CFD
commercial code (ANSYS) accordingly with the
numerical

progression

that

the

radial

turbine

underwent through last years will be addressed. CFD
has become a powerful tool for turbomachinery design
and analysis. Research and development of OWC
turbines are areas where CFD is applied quite
comprehensively

nowadays.

The

most

significant

benefits of employing CFD is considerable savings in
time and cost of the turbine design process. Afterwards,
the new turbine design process is expressed in detail,
justifying
addressing

every

design

change

per

aspect
element

manipulated
of

the

and

turbine.

Accordingly, mesh generated will be explained in every
part of the turbine. In addition, model integration in
the FLUENT will be exploited in accordance with the
boundary conditions and the interpolation schemes
used. Last, the most important step is the “Verification
and Validation” which paved the way for further
simulation and proven the reliability of the model to
undergo further studies.
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3.1 Historical evolution of CFD (ANSYS)

Meanwhile, this dissertation is based on numerical modelling, the author has seen
that it is useful to introduce a brief historical review of CFD modelling on impulse
turbines for OWC. In this section, an evolution of the use of CFD techniques will
be addressed in accordance with the ANSYS commercial code development. The
use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes by the engineering community
have grown significantly over the last few years. This growth in interest and usage
has arisen from advances in the predictive capability of codes, decreases in the
expense of workstation technology, and inflation in the cost of performing research
and maintaining laboratory facilities. In 2003, ANSYS firm was able to create a
good CFD analysis platform after acquiring the CFX division of AEA Technology.
As a precursor to its acquisition of CFD, ANSYS® bought ICEM® CFD in 2000.
ICEM CFD was a specialist in the provision of specialized meshing instruments
(such as Hexa and Tetra) for CFD and FEA analysis, which were also used to
provide Fluent with GEOMESH® before GAMBIT®. GAMBIT® and ANSYS
Fluent® as commercial codes became the superior duo solving various challenges
like conduction, convection, heating, cooling, and fluid flow formations (Fluent and
Ansys, (2006)). Software used in this thesis will be exploited in detail later in this
chapter (Steps of CFD analysis section).
The application of CFD methods to OWC turbines dates to the mid-1990s. The
earliest CFD models of the OWC turbines were relatively simple and regularly had
rather coarse meshes. Steady incompressible flow conditions were used to calculate
total pressure drop and torque which were used to deduce the turbine efficiency.
Watterson and Raghunathan, (1996) were among the first researchers, that used
the CFD method for analysis of the Wells turbine performance. The computational
domain was built using a tetrahedral mesh, restricted to one blade-blade passage,
with rotational periodic boundaries along the meridional surface in the same
manner as shown in Figure 3.1.
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NACA0015 blade was utilized in the CFD model with a rotor solidity of 0.5. The
same rotational speed (ɷ = 524 rad/s) was used for all simulations. Validation
underwent against experimental data extracted from Gato and Falcão, (1988).
Results showed insignificant underestimation for the turbine peak efficiency
showing that the turbine blades have completely stalled, while it is not according
to the experimental results (Gato and Falcão, (1988)). Moreover, CFD simulations
by Watterson and Raghunathan, (1998) continued to explore the effect of solidity
on pressure drop, torque, and efficiency, showing fair agreement with the
experimental data in both quality and quantity. Also, showed that when solidity
increases the resistance to stall increases, due to reinforcing the blade-to-blade
interactions in the hub region.

Figure 3.1 Watterson and Raghunathan, (1996) computational domain

The most prolific author on CFD of impulse turbines for OWC systems was A.
Thakker, from University of Limerick. Thakker et al., (2001a) presented a
methodology for the numerical simulation for the CA9 rotor profile for Wells
turbines. The main aim was to use their work as a benchmark to predict turbine
performance equipped with the CA9 blade profile. In the same year, Thakker et
al., (2001b), described a numerical simulation of an impulse turbine with fixed
guidance vanes. 2-D model showed in Figure 3.2 meshed by GAMBIT® giving 13000
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cells that underwent simulation by ANSYS Fluent® 5. The turbulence modelling
equations were solved by the RNG k-ɛ turbulence model, Thakker et al., (2001b)
stated that different turbulence model installed in fluent provided very analogous
results. A comparison between CFD output data and experimental findings,
showing a good agreement between both, providing a benchmark for impulse
turbine CFD analysis.

Figure 3.2 impulse turbine with fixed guide vanes numerical model
by Thakker et al., (2001b)

Kim et al., (2002), studied the blade sweep on different blade profiles, NACA, and
CA9. It has been found that the blade sweep had an impact on the performance of
the Wells turbine. Proofing the reliability of the numerical method to predict blade
sweep with a detailed flow pattern for several blade sweeps. Setoguchi et al.,
(2003a) combined a hysteretic study in Wells turbine along with the effect of
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solidity, stagger angle, and blade thickness by using ANSYS Fluent® 5 commercial
code. Thakker and Dhanasekaran, (2004) had further studies on the axial impulse
turbine by applying a 3D CFD model to have a clear vision for the tip clearance
effect. Predicting better results than those in 2001 Thakker et al., (2001b) in terms
of internal flow and turbine performance. GAMBIT® and ANSYS Fluent® 6 solver
were implemented, firstly generating a structured grid and secondly, as a solver for
flow analysis. Showing overestimation in the torque, CT, and input, CA, coefficients
of the turbine model while underestimation for the efficiency η.
Dhanasekaran and Govardhan, (2005) underwent computational analysis on the
performance and aerodynamics of Wells turbine with the NACA0021 constant
chord blades. ANSYS Fluent® 6 had been utilized to conduct computational
analysis with a normal operating range. Understanding the flow physics to identify
the flow coefficient at which the turbine stall. Presenting the physical explanation
for the advancement of stall due to the decrease in the tip clearance.
Thakker et al., (2005) with the aid of CFD to design and optimize the turbine
geometry including the rotor blade and the guide vanes (Figure 3.3) for axial flow
impulse turbine. The main investigation was at the effect of the hub-tip ratio, for
several flow coefficients on the turbine performance based on 2D CFD analysis.
The results revealed the progress in the performance of the impulse turbine by
changing the geometry of the blades and guide vanes leading to identify the perfect
hub-tip ratio. The results showed that the optimum hub-tip ratio is 0.5 to obtain
the best performance for an impulse turbine as stated by Thakker et al., (2005).
Also stated that the k-ɛ turbulence model found to be the most suitable turbulence
model for robust findings when compared with experimental results.
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Figure 3.3 Computational grid Thakker et al., (2005)

Torresi et al., (2007) went further with the Wells turbine especially in investigating
the impact of the hub nose geometry and the tip gap high on the performance of
high solidity Wells turbines. ANSYS Fluent® as usual was the choice to solve the
steady incompressible three-dimensional RANS equations as finite volume
approach most used option. The computational grid was processed with GAMBIT®
which is one of the most reliable meshing software in early 2000 as shown in Figure
3.4, showing the link between the pressure side and the suction side with the mesh
generated by GAMBIT®. In 2008 Torresi et al., (2008) had a more accurate analysis
of the prototype investigated before. Expressing the separation in the flow field
accurately describing the effect of the tip-gap ratio by the chord length on the
overall turbine performance in terms of torque coefficient and efficiency.
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Figure 3.4 Mesh in the leading edge of the Wells turbine blade captured
from Torresi et al., (2008)

Gareev et al., (2009) demonstrated flow fields by ANSYS CFX® code running the
tests on his personal computer using the k-ɛ turbulence model with high-resolution
convergence criteria. As been shown in Figure 3.5 one 3D blade had been
investigated with rotational periodic boundary conditions to simulate the whole
turbine. Lift and drag coefficients were the main factors of research by authors to
be able to generate a methodology to detect interference factors.
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Figure 3.5 Computational domain Gareev et al., (2009)

Shaaban and Abdel Hafiz, (2012), implement the k-ɛ turbulence model to simulate
6 blades, NACA0015 using unstructured mesh applied in a 3D model Wells turbine
that used periodic boundary conditions for simulations. ANSYS Fluent® was the
responsible code for simulations. Shaaban and Abdel Hafiz, (2012) found that the
flow separation on the rotor suction side is reduced by accelerating flow through
thinner boundary layer thickness upstream of the rotor. The downstream diffuser
decreases the contact between the tip leakage flow and the suction side of the
blade. Cui and Hyun, (2016), investigated the effect of different geometries on the
original Wells turbine with fixed guide vanes. A 3-D numerical model was
constructed using the ANSYS Fluent® package. The numerical grid was established
by the traditional GAMBIT® software. A realizable k-ɛ turbulence model was used
for simulations.
Hashem et al., (2018) also used the realizable k-ɛ turbulence model along with
ANSYS Fluent® to simulate a 2D model Wells turbine equipped with several fixed
blades (NACA 0015) with also periodic boundary conditions. Numerical
simulations were carried out o three-rotor solidities by changing the number of
turbine blades. It is reported that the preferred rotor geometry for a hydraulic
Wells turbine running under oscillating water flow is the blade profile of S1046
when compared with NACA0015 for the three investigated rotor solidities.
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Combining shape design and genetic algorithms is the most trending techniques in
shape optimization. Ezhilsabareesh et al., (2018) optimized a bidirectional impulse
turbine by combining the CFD with the shape optimization by using multiple
algorithms. After validating the CFD model to be optimized, the hub and the tip
diameters were modified and considered as changing variables. An increase of 10.4
% in steady efficiency was achieved by minimizing the pressure drop across the
turbine and maximizing the shaft power. Also, Badhurshah et al., (2018), used
hybrid genetic algorithms to reach the optimal design point. The design variables
were the number of the rotor blades along with the guide vanes number and setting
angle. Stating that the guide vane setting angle is the most responsive variable
while the guide vane profile has a negligible effect on the steady efficiency of the
bidirectional turbine. Also stated that 24 % improvement had been achieved as a
mean efficiency improvement along with the wide range of flow coefficients
simulated.
Ansarifard et al., (2019a), employed the central composite design technique with
the genetic algorithm to find the optimum turbine design for a unidirectional radial
impulse turbine. 79 design points were identified including the leading and trailing
edge setting angle along with the chord length which had the highest impact on
efficiency. The optimum outflow turbine had been found to have a peak efficiency
of 72 % (total to static).

3.2 Numerical progress of radial impulse turbines.

This section is focused on the numerical simulations growth on the self-rectifying
radial impulse turbine used in the OWC as a WEC. Pereiras et al., (2011a)
developed a numerical model simulating radial turbine geometry by Setoguchi et
al., (2002) (Table 3.1). Pereiras et al. (2011a) investigated the impact of tip
clearance on the flow pattern in OWCs as a wave energy extraction application.
Exhalation and inhalation conditions had been studied to provide a comprehensive
detailed analysis for the tip clearance in both working situations. The analysis
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showed that in general, the tip flow is harmful for the turbine elements in total as
it fortifies the flow detachment maximizing hydraulic losses in this region.
Investigations showed that the acuteness of the tip flow increases in inhalation
condition as the flow velocities are higher (radial turbine), imposing the tip
clearance effect as an important aspect in the OWC turbine design. Pereiras et al.,
(2011c) presented a new geometry (Figure 3.6), reaching the goal in accomplishing
a higher performance for the radial impulse turbine, the focus was in introducing
new blade and vane profiles with an optimized setting angle providing an efficiency
5 % larger, as shown previously in Figure 2.45, comparing the efficiency of the new
geometry which showed superiority especially in the exhalation conditions and
more balanced performance than the traditional geometry by Setoguchi et al.,
(2002).

Figure 3.6 M16 dimensional schematic plot
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Table 3.1 Geometrical characteristics for M16 and M8 elements.
M16 Pereiras et al., (2011c)
Vane/Blade

Chord length

Solidity

Inner/Outer

number

(mm)

IGV

34

71

2.54

20o

ROTOR

51

47

1.78

20o /25o

OGV

85

45

2.42

20o

Setting angle

M8 Setoguchi et al., (2002)
Vane/Blade

Chord length

Solidity

Inner/Outer

number

(mm)

IGV

52

50

2.29

25o

ROTOR

51

54

2.02

19.8o /35.8o

OGV

73

50

2.28

25o

Setting angle

Elatife and El Marjani, (2018) underwent an optimization design procedure for
radial impulse turbine, seeking to define the optimum geometry of the rotor. The
authors conducted a 2D turbine analysis for the rotor geometry optimization
process. ANSYS Fluent® was the computational software to use. The 2-D steady
incompressible flow had been implemented in the setting of the ANSYS Fluent®
software. The mesh count was about 50,000 cells, an unstructured triangular grid.
The standard k-ɛ model was used for turbulence modelling, also SIMPLEC
algorithm was maintained for the pressure-velocity coupling. After, calculating the
optimum values for the rotor design, the authors used the elliptical and the circular
profile for the rotor geometry in the research (Figure 3.7). A comparison was made
in terms of the steady efficiency calculate with certain flow coefficients. The circular
profile had better efficiency in the inflow mode but the same efficiency in the
outflow mode as the elliptical profile as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Lack of balance
between the inflow and the outflow mode for the circular profile made the radial
turbine a key subject for further numerical research.
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Figure 3.7 The optimized rotor blade profile of the self-rectifying
radial impulse turbine with dimensionless values (Elatife and El Marjani, (2018))

Figure 3.8 Steady efficiency comparison between circular
and elliptical rotor profiles by Elatife and El Marjani, (2018)

This dissertation is intended to revive interest in radial impulse turbines, as there
has been no published work on this form of impulse turbine since 2018.
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3.3 CFD hypothesis

CFD is the process of replacing the differential equation governing the fluid
flow with a set of algebraic equations which in turn can be solved numerically to
get an approximate solution. These equations are applied to each cell in turn
finding a solution over the entire domain (Appendix A) (Versteeg and
Malalasekera, (2007)).
Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD is concerned with obtaining numerical
solutions to fluid flow problems by computational methods. The advent of highspeed and large-memory computers has enabled CFD to obtain solutions to many
computational

flow

problems

including

those

that

are

compressible

or

incompressible, laminar, or turbulent, chemically reacting, or non-reacting.
The equations governing the fluid flow problem are the continuity
(conservation of mass), the Navier-Stokes (conservation of momentum), and the
energy equations.
The strategy of CFD mainly focuses on replacing the continuous problem
domain with a discrete domain using a grid. In the continuous domain, each flow
variable is defined at every point in the domain. As shown in Figure 3.9, the
pressure p in the continuous 1D domain shown in the figure below would be given
as p = p(x); 0 < x < 1 In the discrete domain, each flow variable is defined only
at the grid points. So, in the discrete domain shown below, the pressure would be
defined only at the N grid points. pi = p(xi); i = 1; 2: N.
These discretized equations can then be solved with the aid of a computer
algorithm which iteratively modifies the fluid property values of pressure, velocity,
etc., in each cell until a stable solution, satisfying the fluid flow equations and any
user-specified boundary conditions, is achieved.
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Figure 3.9 Continuous vs discrete domain

3.4 Steps of CFD analysis

A CFD activity consists of three different jobs in which ANSYS software packages
are used as shown in Figure 3.10.
Those jobs, roughly speaking, are:
1.

Pre-processors: This is where the model is constructed so that Pre-processors

are then used to generate meshes from the geometric models.
2.

Solvers: are used to numerically simulate fluid flow by computing solutions

from the differential equations.
3.

Post-processors: where the solution is presented utilizing contour maps or

graphs.
The solution to a flow problem (velocity, pressure …. etc.) is defined at the centre
inside each cell or surface. The number of cells in the grid governs the accuracy of
a CFD solution.
Generally, the larger the number of cells the better the solution accuracy. However,
this principle is often constrained by the configuration of the available computer
resources and the time consumed in the mathematical manipulations.
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In the next sections, each step of the mentioned above for CFD analysis will be
addressed accordingly and individually. Elaborating the whole mechanism of the
study.

New design calc.

Geometry building

CFD Methodology

Design Modeler

PreProcessors

TurboGrid

Grid generation

Periodic boundaries
and interfaces
Boundary conditions

Solver

Formulas resolution

Fluent

Verification &
Validation

Post
processing

Data processing

Flow field imaging

Results Discussion

Figure 3.10 CFD methodology working hierarchy.
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3.4.1 The new turbine design process

Dealing with designing a bidirectional impulse turbine with fixed guide vanes for
OWC systems, both axial and radial, is certainly discouraging because the
bidirectionality of the flow hinders the use of any traditional technique employed
for unidirectional turbines. The unavoidable incidence losses in at least one of the
elements, even in the Best Efficiency Point (BEP), penalize the efficiency
drastically. On the other hand, works available in the bibliography supplied an
important amount of information about the flow pattern inside these turbines, both
radial and axial types (Gomes et al., (2008), Das et al., (2017), Elatife and El
Marjani, (2018), Pereiras et al., (2011c)). Intertwining this knowledge with some
ideas coming from the traditional design of unidirectional turbines, a model with a
balanced performance in both flow directions can be achieved. Addressing these
factors enlightened the main aim of this dissertation.
The first bidirectional radial turbine for OWC systems appeared, up to the author's
knowledge, in 1992 McCormick et al., (1992) as mentioned in the previous chapter
(section 2.6.2.1). It was recovered by the group led by prof. Setoguchi in 2002
(Setoguchi et al., (2002)) and later, it was analysed using CFD techniques in
Pereiras et al., (2011a) and Pereiras et al., (2011c). From the latter, it was known
that the flow pattern shows remarkable features to be considered for new designs:
The main source of loss, in both inflow and outflow conditions, is the large flow
incidence at the leading edge of the downstream guide vanes mentioned by Pereiras
et al., (2011c), where a strong flow detachment appears, almost choking the flow
path as illustrated by Pereiras et al., (2011a). Actually, it is shown in Takao et al.,
(2006) that the optimum position of the guide vanes can lift the efficiency notably.
1. The rotor, in designs from Setoguchi et al., (2002) and Pereiras et al.,
(2011c), shows a variable total-to-total efficiency, depending on the flow
coefficient, but being able to reach maximums above 63% in both inflow and
outflow performance. Nevertheless, it is stated in Pereiras et al., (2011c)
that a balanced operation between inflow and outflow condition is
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completely desirable. The rotor loss in the models from Setoguchi et al.,
(2002) and Pereiras et al., (2011c) is mainly related to two causes. The first
one, especially at low flow coefficients, is the flow incidence at the blade
leading edge. Whereas, at a large flow coefficient, where the strong curvature
of the blades, induces an early flow detachment in the suction side of the
blade (Pereiras et al., (2011a)). The latter leads to having one-third of the
blade span not performing properly.
2. The loss at the elbow during inflow performance is a problem directly related
to the inner guide vanes. Nevertheless, it appears to be partially solved by
enlarging their length as shown in Pereiras et al., (2011c), which produces
an enhancement in the guidance towards the duct. Nevertheless, the loss
associated with the duct, in inflow performance, is above 10% of the total
loss even in the BEP.
3. Although it is not included in the analysis made in Pereiras et al., (2011c),
the kinetic energy at the outlet, in both inflow and outflow performance, is
a real drawback as it will be shown in this work. It can reach values over
10% of the total loss of the whole turbine according to the investigations
presented later in this thesis.
Hence, looking for minimizing the problems shown in previous designs, a new
geometry was planned. The strategy applied to reach an optimized prototype
can be exploited as follows:
a. Since the incidence loss (proportional to the kinetic energy) in both the
guide vanes downstream the rotor and the rotor itself appears to be the
most important problem to be solved, it was decided to reduce the rotor
blades deflection (β*C - β*D), in order to decrease the tangential component
of the velocity, thus decreasing the absolute velocity as well. This also allows
increasing the setting angle of both rows of guide vanes. On the other hand,
according to the Euler equation, this will involve a reduction in the torque
generated. Another option to reduce the kinetic energy at the inlet of the
guide vanes has been recently presented by Gato et al., (2020), it consists
of placing the guide vanes further. This solution has not been applied in this
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work to not increase the size of the turbine and doesn’t undergo the tactics
adopted.
b. The kinetic energy at the outlet, especially during inflow performance, has
revealed itself as a real problem, also seen in Ansarifard et al., (2019b).
Hence, the elbow has been shaped like a diffuser like any other inflow
turbine. In outflow performance, the loss associated with kinetic energy at
the outlet is less important. Besides, modifying the setting angles of the
guide vane to larger values, produces less deflection in guide vanes as well,
which is expected to reduce the tangential component of the velocity at the
IGV outlet during inflow conditions. Then, the swirl present in the duct at
off-design conditions will be less powerful. Subsequently, results in a great
reduction in the kinetic energy losses at the inflow process.
c. Suppressing the tip gap in other words has turned to be necessary. Solving
this issue is not a problem actually, but it will lead to a different concept in
the mechanical design, turning to the shrouded rotor which was successfully
tested for a radial turbine structure in Rodríguez et al., (2020).
d. The last condition to build the new geometry was that in this case, opposite
to what had been attained in the past, the focus is not only on the rotor
efficiency. Previous experiences show that any percentual point gained in
the rotor efficiency drove towards increasing the loss at the guide vanes at
the same rate.

Briefly, The new designing process supported opposite tactics to the previous
geometries mentioned by Pereiras et al., (2011c) and Setoguchi et al., (2002) (M8
- M16). Accordingly, the new design was constructed to reduce losses in the guide
vanes, not to strengthen the rotor performance, by adjusting the rotor angles.
Concerning the guide vanes angles (IGV - OGV) and sponsoring the idea of
decreasing the incidence angle (i) by increasing the deflection angle (𝑑̂ ) (Figure
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3.11 and Figure 3.12). References surfaces (C-D) was the key to analyse the flow
pattern in the upcoming section as a fundamental basis in building the geometry
when evaluating absolute and relative flow angles (α, β).

i = C −  *C
i = D −  *D

(3.13)

Figure 3.11 Flow and geometry angles.
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Figure 3.12 Rotor deflection angle.

3.4.2 Two-dimensional angle design computations.

The creation of the geometry is based on classical two-dimensional calculations,
followed by an analysis to find the optimum solidity in the next chapter with the
aid of the velocity triangles for inflow and outflow plotted in Figure 3.11.
The slip which is the deviation of the angle at which the fluid exits the impeller
from the angle of the blade/vane of the impeller, has not been taken into account
since there is a lot of research made on the slip (Dixon and Hall, (2014)) where it
is established that the slip factor strongly depends on the number of blades/vanes,
which is large enough in this turbine to guarantee a value of the slip factor close
to one. This was actually found in not published data from Pereiras et al., (2011c)
and Pereiras et al., (2011b), where the slip was less than 3%.
As the design point to initialize the design process, it has been taken ϕ = 0.75 as
the BEP at Pereiras et al., (2011c) and the rotation speed was set to 234 rpm, the
mean radius was set to rRotor = 212.4 mm whereas the position of the Guide Vanes,
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for inner and outer rows, were set to rIGV = 180.4 mm and rOGV = 245.4 mm,
respectively. The blade span is 44 mm.
In order to obtain a reduced deflection (Figure 3.12) than those present in previous
radial impulse turbines exploited in Setoguchi et al., (2002) and Pereiras et al.,
(2011c), the setting angle of the guide vanes, both inner and outer, was set to 30°.
This drives to the utilization of a rotor with less deflection.
It is necessary, as it is stated in Figure 3.11, that both flow directions must be
considered, since the turbine is equipped with fixed guide Vanes. Nevertheless, the
turbine was considered unidirectional, for a design point of ϕ = 0.75 and zero flow
incidence in each performance mode, outflow, and inflow. With the aid of inputs
in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.11 and according to the two-dimensional calculations
performed on the inflow and outflow modes, for outflow conditions, the β*C should
be 52° to receive the flow from the IGV perfectly matched, whereas the β*D would
be set to 16° to obtain a zero incidence at OGV leading edge.
Table 3.2 Input data for 2-D calculation at ϕ = 0.75
ϕ

ɷ
(rad/s)

0.75

24.5

Rr

b

Δr

Q total

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m3/s)

0.2214 0.044 1.366

0.245

However, considering inflow conditions, following the flow path, β*D and β*C
should be 91° and 20°, respectively. Then, β*C should be within the range 20°- 52°,
whereas β*D within 16°- 91°. The latter having a broader range due to the lower
range of radial flow velocities and the larger circumferential velocity at section D,
which resulted in larger tangential velocities.
It is known that, for outflow turbines, the incidence loss is relatively insensitive if
the incidence angle is between +20° and -20° as mentioned by Persico et al., (2013),
in line with results for axial turbines by Dixon and Hall, (2014). Then, fixing β*C
to 36° as an average value of between inflow and outflow, sponsoring the idea of
balanced performance, it is expected that flow coefficients ϕ > 0.65 show an
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incidence angle (i) below 20° (Equation (3.13)), so the rotor efficiency during
outflow would not be compromised. as described earlier in section 3.4.1. On the
other hand, the incidence angle (i) during inflow condition at IGV, downstream
the rotor, would remain in the range [-20°, -10°] for ϕ < - 0.5.
Following the same strategy for fixing β*D is difficult since the range of β*D is much
broader. Knowing from previous designs Pereiras et al., (2011c) that the OGV is
the source of a large amount of loss in outflow and not in the inflow performance,
this phenomenon will be presented later in chapter 5. It was decided to sacrifice
the incidence at the rotor leading edge during inflow performance. Resulting in a
β*D = 30° as the OGV setting angle (30°) guaranteeing incidence angle between [20°, 0°] and for ϕ between [0.5, 3].

3.4.3 Optimized geometry

As a repercussion of the two-dimensional angle computations mentioned in the
previous section, the disparity had an impact on every part of the turbine as shown
in Figure 3.13 and Table 3.3 which has the optimized geometry final details that
will be justified through the present dissertation upcoming chapters. The optimized
geometry alongside the previous geometry M16 with the differences in vanes and
blades profiles besides the variation in the setting angle. Pereiras et al., (2011c)
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Figure 3.13 Previous (M16) & optimized geometry dimensional plots.
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Table 3.3 geometrical characteristics for each section.
Previous geometry (M16) (Pereiras et al., (2011c))
Vane/Blade

Chord

number

Solidity

Optimized geometry

Inner/Outer

Vane/Blade

Chord

length

Setting

number

length

Setting

(mm)

angle

(mm)

angle

Inner/Outer

51

60

2.68

30o

20o /25o

68

55

2.69

36o /30o

20o

85

54

2.89

30o

IGV

34

71

2.54

20

ROTOR

51

47

1.78

OGV

85

45

2.42

o

Solidity

3.4.4 Alterations per element

In this subsection, changes per element of the new optimized prototype will be
described in detail and demonstrated against previous geometries.

3.4.4.1 Elbow

Changing the contour of the elbow was critical, especially throughout the turbine's
outflow process. Similarly, as a convergent nozzle, as illustrated in Figure 3.14, the
fluid velocity towards the IGV increases as a result of converting most of the fluid
energy into kinetic energy. Additionally, increasing the length of the elbow
enhanced the idea of creating a fully developed flow especially in the outflow
processes. Also, during the inflow process the elbow acted as an exit, diffuser shaped
geometry promised lower kinetic energy at the exit of the flow.
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Figure 3.14 Previous geometry and optimized prototype turbine side view sketch

3.4.4.2 IGV

Firstly, the setting angle of the IGV in the new design had a value of 30° which is
higher by 10° than M16 the increase in the setting angle allowed lower deflected
rotor geometry design as mention earlier in section 3.4.2, maintaining the
orientation concerning the elbow section see Figure 3.15. The profile had a narrower
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and briefer structure providing fewer friction losses in the outflow period that will
be discussed later in the results section.

Figure 3.15 IGV, Previous geometry (M16) VS Optimized prototype

3.4.4.3 Rotor

Secondly, the rotor section had the major change sponsoring the idea of a rotor
design with less deflection, in other words changing the arcs into wide ellipses
accompanied with straight lines backing the idea of gaining less torque of the flow
and thus lower incidence losses. The origin of the plot had increased to reach 221.4
mm instead of 217.4 mm to be able to have the free space for the new wide-open
design. Also, increasing setting angles from 20° and 25° to 36° and 30° respectively,
the angle amendments was a result of the blade angle calculations performed to
find optimum trigonometric angles for the flow aspects earlier in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.16 Rotor, Previous geometry (M16) VS Optimized prototype

3.4.4.4

OGV

Last, OGV had minor changes with the setting angle from 20° to 30° as mentioned
before following the trigonometric calculation done. Moreover, the trailing edge
had an extended length of tail guiding flow in inflow flow towards the rotor and
also the flow exit in the outflow process.
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Figure 3.17 OGV, Previous geometry (M16) VS Optimized prototype

3.4.4.5 Diffuser

To minimize kinetic energy losses in outflow mode and to ensure fully developed
flow in inflow mode, the length of the diffuser was doubled from 30 mm to 60 mm
(see Figure 3.14). Although it may cost us more computational time, thus coarser
mesh had been assigned for this part as no sensitive reading is extracted out of it.

3.5 Mesh Generation (TurboGrid™)

The next pre-processing phase is the mesh formation that was performed by
ANSYS TurboGrid™, that automates the production of high-quality hexahedral
meshes needed for blade passages in rotating machinery. Consequently,
TurboGrid™ minimizes mesh dependencies when assessing differences in
performance predictions between designs.
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For a CFD calculation, the grid is of utmost importance. A grid of low quality can
result in bad results and/or divergence. Several criteria identify grid quality, as
mentioned by Vucinic et al., (2019).
•

Degree of skewness.

•

Grid spacing.

•

Gridline continuity.

•

Alignment of the grid with the flow

•

Grid independency.

Global criteria are the first three of the above aspects which are independent of
the flow physics, but they must be maintained within range to avoid misconduct
of governing equations calculations. Grid topology, density, and boundary layer
resolution should be designed concerning the physical flow phenomena and degree
of accuracy requires along with the application of the model tested.
The process of creating a grid for a turbomachinery numerical simulation requires
a suitable topology around the blades which must be carefully chosen, as it acts as
a harmonic context around the rotors and stators and must be invariant across its
span as shown in Figure 3.19. The topology consists of large blocks. These blocks
represent sections of the mesh that contain a regular pattern of elements. ANSYS
TurboGrid™ provided the solution by the automatic topology and meshing
(ATM). The optimized topology method is preferred to generate high-quality,
structured grids overcoming constraints of the traditional topologies. In this thesis,
the numerical model was divided into three parts which are IGV, ROTOR, and
OGV as shown in Figure 3.18, to be able to manipulate the grid mesh accordingly
with the importance and the sensitivity of the part. TurboGrid™ sponsored all
grid creation in this dissertation with acceptance limits assigned by ANSYS
corporation. In the upcoming section, the previous geometry (M16) mesh will be
presented by TurboGrid™ after been fabricated in the Design Modeler application
all in the ANSYS workbench instead of using GAMBIT® software as it was used
in Pereiras et al., (2011c).
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Figure 3.18 ANSYS workbench GUI (graphical user interface)

3.5.1 IGV grid

Figure 3.19 shows the IGV section compounded with the elbow and the inner guide
vane as well as the M16 turbine geometry showing the detailed mesh on a single
IGV with the comprehensive boundary layer. The ATM optimized “Single Round
Round Symmetric” topology which was selected automatically by TurboGrid™.
This topology is symmetric at the leading and trailing edges as it is ideal for the
current geometry with a round leading and trailing edges as is the case for the
stator blades which is the inner guide vane in this study.
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Figure 3.19 IGV grid with a focus on IGV stator vane

Global mesh size factor of 1.2 and an edge refining factor relative to the mesh size
of 2. These factors are used to calculate all the individual edge element counts for
the base mesh and the edges, respectively. The directly proportional relationship
between the factors and the overall mesh size. The grid consists of 447360 nodes
and 411336 elements with 25 elements along the span of the guide vane.
Multiple indicators are analysed to qualitatively and quantitively evaluate the
mesh quality: the minimum and maximum face angle, the volume ratio, and the
minimum element volume. Mesh skewness was measured by the face angle and is
calculated as the angle between two element faces that share a common node. The
element volume ratio is a measure of the local element expansion and is defined as
the ratio of the maximum volume of an element that touches a node to the
minimum volume of an element touching the same node. The minimum volume is
the smallest element volume in the mesh and must be greater than 0. Limits criteria
are been appointed by the TurboGrid™ user guide developed and collected by
Canonsburg, (2015), with the maximum or minimum values within the mesh, as
well as the percentage of elements not satisfying the criterion. The mesh is high in
quality passing with all criteria by TurboGrid™ as shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 IGV mesh statistics
Mesh Measure

Value

%Bad

Minimum face angle

52.371°

0

Maximum face angle

125.074°

0

The maximum element volume ratio

4.96931

0

4.98705e-14(m3)

0

320.718

0

10

0

Minimum volume
Maximum edge length ratio
Maximum connectivity number

3.5.2 Rotor grid

The ATM optimized “Single Round Round Symmetric” topology was also selected
automatically for the Rotor grid the same as the IGV, instead of improving the
mesh by finer grid topology at the leading, trailing edge and along with the
boundary layer as shown in Figure 3.20. The inlet and the outlet section were
disabled of the topology settings as the Rotor is in between the IGV and the OGV
in the outflow and inflow processes sharing the same topologies. Figure 3.21 and
Figure 3.22 provide a zoom on the leading and trailing edges assuring the accuracy
and sensitivity of TurboGrid™ software in manipulating turbomachinery
complications.
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Figure 3.20 Rotor grid with a focus on the rotor blade

Figure 3.21 Trailing edge 50% span mesh

Figure 3.22 Leading-edge 50% span mesh
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The global mesh size factor and edge refinement factors were set to respectively 1
and 2. The grid consists of 51588 nodes and 44931 elements with 25 elements in
the span direction along the rotor blade. The mesh statistics are shown in Table
3.5, the definition of the criteria is similar to the criteria in Table 3.4.

Table 3.5 Rotor mesh statistics
Mesh Measure

Value

% Bad

Minimum face angle

60.3829°

0

Maximum face angle

108.307°

0

Maximum element volume ratio

7.66925

0

1.85065e-13(m3)

0

291.708

0

10

0

Minimum volume
Maximum edge length ratio
Maximum connectivity number

3.5.3 OGV grid

In this grid, the outer guide vane is accompanied by the diffuser as a whole part
to complete the last element in the turbine. The inlet to the OGV is the outlet of
the Rotor sharing the same topology which will be specified in the CFX™ software
and as interfaces in the ANSYS Fluent® software too. The same ATM method was
used as IGV and Rotor. Figure 3.23 shows the OGV grid with the vane itself and
the diffuser section. The mesh gap that can be seen increasing along with the
diffuser with 1.3 expansion rate until the outlet, in which decreases the total
number of cells, thus, saving the computational time.
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Figure 3.23 OGV grid with a focus on the OGV vane

Global mesh size and edge refining factors were set at 1 and 2, respectively. The
target maximum expansion rate increased while performing the OGV grid to enable
the increase in the mesh gap along with the outlet as mentioned previously. The
grid is made up of 60876 nodes and 53910 elements, also with 25 elements in the
span direction. Mesh statistics are shown in Table 3.6, the interpretation of the
criteria is identical to the criteria in Table 3.5 and Table 3.4.
Table 3.6 OGV mesh statistics
Mesh Measure

Value

%Bad

Minimum face angle

54.9945°

0

Maximum face angle

114.612°

0

Maximum element volume ratio

9.45329

0

2.07994e-13(m3)

0

459.764

0

10

0

Minimum volume
Maximum edge length ratio
Maximum connectivity number
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3.6 Model Integeration and boundary conditions

The CFX® was the key program for connecting small parts that comes together
forming a big picture. Connecting the three parts of the geometry to a working
radial turbine. The first step in the CFX-pre is to define the turbine after
integrating the three mesh shapes of TurboGrid into CFX, the turbo-mode is
enabled to define the type of impulse turbine and the axis of rotation.
Subsequently, the stators and rotors are classified as IGV and OGV and the Rotor
is classified as a rotor with a given speed. While describing each part CFX-pre
offers a unique function as it determines the number of meshes per part that will
be simulated and it is identified in this phase according to our preference for 1/17
of the turbine to be simulated. Successively, flow physics is selected with the model
data and the inflow/outflow boundary templates offered by the software. Reaching
the tricky part in the turbine assembly, which is the interfaces, each part had two
periodic boundaries which has been shown in Figure 3.24, the Rotor must have two
interfaces with the IGV and the OGV since it is the moving component of the
turbine, it must guarantee a flowing exchange in and out of the Rotor.

Figure 3.24 Numerical model boundary condition
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Referring to Figure 3.24, after identifying some properties in CFX another
boundary condition must be identified in ANSYS Fluent®. The CFD calculations
of the flow field require the following input data:
-

Rotor Speed which is constant (ɷ = 234 rpm).

-

Inlet velocity, dependable on the turbine inflow or outflow performance.

-

Static Outlet Pressure, dependable on the turbine inflow or outflow
performance.

Time step size was calculated according to equation (2.14) (Fluent and Ansys,
(2013)) to quantify the relative movement of the grid, the time step (in seconds)
can be calculated by dividing the sector angle of the domain  (radians) by the
rotor speed  (radians/sec). The sector angle was determined by 40-passes between
rotor blades. The rotor speed was constant as stated before with a value of 24.5
rad/s. The equation (3.2) resulted to a time step ( T ) equal to 10−4 s on all cases
simulated throughout the research.

T =




(2.14)

The software chosen for solving the numerical model is ANSYS Fluent®, which had
been mentioned in section 3.4. Figure 3.25 clarifies the flow chart for every
simulation underwent in this thesis by ANSYS Fluent®.
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Figure 3.25 ANSYS Fluent® simulation workflow

3.6.1 Turbulence modelling and near-wall treatment.

Regarding the literature review done previously (Pereiras et al., (2011c), Cui and
Hyun, (2016) and Hashem et al., (2018)), the Realizable k-ɛ turbulence model was
implemented with enhanced wall treatment function. Based on the ANSYS Fluent®
user manual shaped by Fluent and Ansys, (2013), There are two types of ANSYS
Fluent® solvers that are pressure-based and density-based. The pressure-based
solver applies to a wide variety of flow regimes from low-speed incompressible flow
to high-speed compressible flow. It is going to take less memory and allows
versatility in the solution process. A density-based solver is applicable when there
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is a strong coupling or interdependence between mass, energy, momentum, and/or
species needed for hypersonic fluxes and shock interactions.
A pressure-based solver is used throughout the research as the governing equations
are solved sequentially, i.e. The governing equations for variables such as u, v, w,
p, T, k, etc. are solved one after the other. In contrast to the density-based solver,
energy, momentum, continuity, and species transport equations are simultaneously
solved, implemented in designing both incompressible and compressible fluid flows,
which are not needed in our case and will cost more computational time.
Solution methods were tailored specifically to meet the needs of the radial turbine,
in ANSYS Fluent®, solver variables can be accessed at the core of the grid cells, to
solve transport equations, interpolation calculations were to be made to the cellcentre data, as shown in Figure 3.26.

Figure 3.26 ANSYS Fluent® grid calculation scheme

In order to perform the analysis concerning turbulence modelling, it is important
to address the problems associated with the modelling of flow near solid walls and
the treatment of near-wall turbulence. The main near-wall problems that need to
be tackled in turbulence models are the viscous effects on the wall and the rapid
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variance of flow variables within the boundary layer area as stated by Goldberg et
al., (1998).
Since, the computational cases are designed to comply with the enhanced wall
treatment criteria (y+ ≈ 1), according to “ANSYS FLUENT 12.0 Theory Guide 4.12.4 Enhanced Wall Treatment,” (2009) and ANSYS FLUENT 15, (2013), Figure
3.27, shows that 80% of cells of the rotor blades walls comply with the criteria (y+
≈ 1) while combining the y+ values for 0<y+<1 and 1<y+<2. Enhanced wall
treatment is a near-wall modelling approach that incorporates a two-layer model
with the so-called enhanced wall function. Even so, the restriction that the nearwall treatment mesh must be sufficiently fine everywhere could impose a
computational requirement that is too large but on the other hand, considerable
increase accuracy of measurements.

Figure 3.27 y+ values around the rotor blade wall

3.6.2 Interpolation schemes

For

spatial

discretization,

“Monotone

Upstream-Centred

Schemes

for

Conservation Laws (MUSCL)” was chosen for simulations underwent in this thesis.
Locally 3rd order convection discretization scheme; more accurate in predicting
secondary flows, vortices, forces, etc. This scheme was chosen for the present
research to utilize the ability of ANSYS Fluent® in predicting secondary flow,
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therefore presenting the turbulence and accurate pressure gradients around vanes
and blades.
Gradients of solution variables are required to evaluate diffusive fluxes, velocity
derivatives, and for higher-order discretization schemes. The gradients of solution
variables at the cell centres can be determined using “Green-Gauss Cell-Based”
method which is least computationally intensive but also this implies to lack of
accuracy for unstructured meshes and those which do not follow the flow field.
Perfectly implies our research after choosing TurboGrid for meshing parts of the
turbine, generating structured mesh. Therefore, justifying our choice went to the
Green-Gauss Cell-Based. As for the interpolation method of pressure “Standard”
default scheme was selected since it is applied to flows with high surface-normal
pressure gradients near boundaries (“ANSYS FLUENT 12.0 User’s Guide - 26.2.3
Choosing the Pressure Interpolation Scheme,” (2009).

Corresponding to the Pressure-velocity coupling which refers to the numerical
algorithm which uses a combination of continuity and momentum equations to
derive an equation for pressure (or pressure correction) when using the pressurebased. “Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations” (SIMPLE)
algorithm was this research choice as it is the default scheme, also robust and
steady, suitable for structured meshes.

3.6.3 Convergence and Hardware

Several standards should be met in order to meet the convergence criteria. First,
the solution must not change with subsequent iterations. Second, the overall mass,
momentum, energy, and scale balances are achieved. All equations (momentum,
energy, etc.) are subject to a defined tolerance in all cells.
Monitoring convergence using residual history. Generally, a decrease in residuals
by three orders of magnitude indicates at least qualitative convergence. At this
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point, the major flow features should be established. However, the research
underwent all called energy residual decrease to 10e-5 (for the pressure-based
solver) as it is the usual value for turbomachines. Residual plots were maintained
to check over time the changes obeyed the specified tolerance. Torque was
monitored over the rotor blades to check for convergence and stability. Also, net
flux was checked to avoid any imbalances.
All the flow rates simulated completed 6 rotations of the whole domain, resulted
in 25 hours of computational work per simulation in a machine equipped with an
INTEL® I7 processor with 3.30 GHz cache along with 16 GB RAM. The variables
extracted for postprocessing were time-averaged and obtained by using a massweighted average.

3.7

Verification and Validation

One of the important stages of CFD modelling is the verification and validation of
the numerical results as these are the two main principles that are necessary to
establish credibility. Verification is the process of determining that the model
implementation accurately represents the designer's conceptual description of the
model and the solution to the model as stated by Versteeg and Malalasekera,
(2007). Validation is the process of assessing the CFD model uncertainty by using
predecessor work with the same range of physical and boundary conditions
Afterwards, performing comparisons that evaluate the degree to which the model
complies with the real world from the point of view of the intended users of the
model. The results of the CFD verification and validation of such models used in
this work are presented later in this chapter.
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3.7.1 Verification

As stated before, grid numbers and distribution have a great influence on the
results of a CFD simulation. An insufficient number of cells or an inadequate
distribution of these cells may result in inaccurate results and using a fine grid may
be time-consuming due to the larger calculation times. To analyse the influence of
mesh size on the results, a grid independence test is executed by utilizing 4 different
grids with the same model developed by Setoguchi et al., (2002) with the same
geometry aspects. This model will undergo verification as the first step then
validation to be able to apply simulation on the geometrical alterations mentioned
earlier in this chapter.
The numerical model was prepared in three different mesh cases 0.5, 1.2 and 2
million hexaedrical cells at ϕ = 1 for all different mesh cases. Each grid is
constructed with the same topologies for both the stator and the rotor section, but
with coarser or finer parameters. For each grid, the numerical iterations are
executed with the same inlet conditions. The percentage of deviation from the
maximum number of cells simulated (2 million) is shown in Figure 3.28, and it is
clear that 0.5 million cells achieved the least accurate results compared to 1.2
million cells for a deviation of more than 12 % in the 𝐶𝐴 . By reference to the 2
million cell case, 1.2 million cells had a performance difference of around 1.5 %,
which is almost insignificant to results. It is then safe to assume that 1.2 million is
the correct choice. For a higher number of cells, the increase in calculation time
outweighs the small increase in inaccuracy.
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Figure 3.28 Grid sensitivity study with 2 million cell case as a reference at ϕ = 1

3.7.2 Validation

Before conducting the main CFD simulations, it is essential to assess the CFD
methodology adopted in the present study. To accomplish this, a CFD model is
constructed for a radial turbine with available experimental results from Setoguchi
et al., (2002). For the reason of comparison, global performance indicators were
used. Performance evaluations are expressed in terms of torque coefficient 𝐶𝑇 , input
coefficient 𝐶𝐴 , Consequently, these coefficients have been calculated concerning the
flow coefficient 𝜙, these expressions which are mentioned earlier in section 2.1.
The geometrical data had been illustrated in Table 3.7 by Setoguchi et al., (2002),
an exact numerical model had been developed using ANSYS workbench to validate
our present model, except for a slight decrease in the guide vanes number to cope
with the 1/17 periodic domain developed for this study.
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Table 3.7 Setoguchi’s original geometrical data (Setoguchi et al., (2002))
Vane/Blade number

Chord

Solidity Inner/Outer

length

Setting

(mm)

angle

Experimental

Simulated

Setoguchi et al.,

[Present

(2002)

study]

IGV

52

51

50

2.29°

25°

ROTOR

51

51

54

2.02°

19.8° /35.8°

OGV

73

68

50

2.28°

25°

Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30 present the torque and input coefficients respectively
for the present (CFD) with the geometrical data mentioned in Table 3.7 and a
previous experimental study by Setoguchi et al., (2002). For both inflow and
outflow modes, the simulated outcomes are in greater alignment at lower flow
coefficients 0< ϕ < 1. During outflow mode, a perfect agreement between the
numerical model results and the experimental data in both 𝐶𝑇 and 𝐶𝐴 . However,
overestimation of the torque coefficient appeared in the inflow mode with increasing
variance at higher flow coefficients with a maximum difference of 25% at ϕ = -1.5.
Torque coefficient discrepancy had been noted in several publications (Ansarifard
et al., (2019a), Ansarifard et al., (2019b)) validating with Setoguchi’s original
geometry, despite forecasting a very good approach to the pattern of the findings.
Although the increase in variance at higher flow coefficients in the inflow mode,
the CFD findings are relatively consistent with the experimental evidence and
provide confidence in the precision of the CFD model used. Therefore, the model
is considered validated and suitable for the purposes of this work.
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Figure 3.29 Torque coefficient comparison between Present and previous studies

Figure 3.30 Input coefficient comparison between Present and previous studies.
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3.8

Conclusion

CFD is becoming the area of interest to all researchers seeking visual assessment
to real conditions turbines and was used in this thesis to conduct a full-scale radial
impulse turbine evaluation. First, historical evolution for the CFD “ANSYS”
commercial package long with the historical state of the art had been presented for
the numerical simulation of the impulse turbine with a scope on the modern
modelling for the radial impulse turbine and the point the researchers had reached
to continue a track of achievements for the radial impulse turbine.
Second, the utilization process of the ANSYS software packages was illustrated
with the three main processes involved: pre-processors, solvers, and postprocessors.
The dimensionless coefficients were given as a preface for the calculations to have
the optimized geometry as the advanced prototype to the preceding geometry
(Pereiras et al., (2011c)). As a result of the 2-D calculations described in section
3.4.2, with the respect to minimum incidence calculated disparity reached each
part of the turbine. New optimized geometry prototype compared to the previous
geometry by (Pereiras et al., (2011c)), with differences in vanes and blade profiles
in addition to variations in the setting angle.
Third, the meshing sequence had three separate phases for the IGV, Rotor and the
OGV each on its own. Afterwards, CFX came to install all parts together with the
periodic boundary conditions minimizing the computational times. ANSYS Fluent
was chosen as the solver with the appropriate near-wall treatment scheme
according to the y+ value along with the turbine rotor beside the interpolation
schemes and methods.
Finally, the last part of the figurine came with the validation and the verification
process after defining the boundary conditions as the preceding geometries, showing
the reliability of the model to undergo the study prepared in the upcoming
chapters.
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Chapter 4
Solidity Optimization
Subsequently, the previous chapter ascertained the
turbine geometry in all aspects (IGV, Rotor and OGV)
and it is time to determine the right air passages
between guide vanes and rotor blades. The solidity is a
measure of the blockage created by the blades to the
passage of air. Solidity is an important design
parameter for the radial impulse turbines, and it is
defined as the ratio of blade chord length to spacing.
Solidity optimization is the main approach for creating
a holistic turbine that shows the interdependence of
each part on the next element, through a full study of
the flow angles along with the metal angles of the guide
vanes and the rotor.
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4.1 Establishment of “Solidity Optimization” process

Accordingly, after reaching settlement on the new geometry, solidity analysis was
the key to determine the appropriate solidity for the blades and vanes (Inner and
Outer rows). Consequently, this technique paved the way to a better overall
efficiency, in which a mandatory solidity optimization analysis is required to show
the optimum solidity. Resulting to the best possible efficiency endorsed with
Pereiras et al., (2011b) work, which made it clear that solidity had a direct
impression in the guidance of the guide vanes.
In the solidity optimization analysis, different configurations have been simulated
to know the influence of the solidity of any part, IGV, OGV, or Rotor, on the
global performance of the machine. Therefore, the solidity of two parts remains
constant while the solidity of the third element has been modified. In Table 4.1,
info about the geometries simulated can be found. Note that all the solidities tested
correspond to a specific number of blades or vanes multiple of 17 to maintain the
periodic sector mentioned in section 3.6, chapter 3.
Altering solidity of the turbine components, as described in Table 4.1 , leads to a
more detailed analysis of the flow angles with respect to the rotor and guide vane
metal angles, in order to find the optimum solidity for the turbine in a whole
performance. In the upcoming sections each turbine component (IGV, Rotor and
OGV) will be analysed with respect to both outflow and inflow modes. The analysis
was completed on the outflow and inflow processes individually for the IGV, Rotor
and OGV sections, being based on contours to visualize the flow and the losses
around each element.
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Table 4.1 Solidity optimization cases.
Solidity
IGV

ROTOR

OGV

Δ IGV

34

68

85

Δ IGV

51

68

85

Δ IGV

68

68

85

Δ Rotor

51

51

85

Δ Rotor

51

34

85

Δ OGV

51

68

68

Δ OGV

51

68

102

4.2 IGV

The solidity of the Rotor and OGV stays the same, while three alternative designs
(Table 4.1) with 34, 51, and 68 vanes were studied to assess the effect of the IGV
solidity. Apart from determining the amount of loss caused, it is also crucial to
assure proper flow guidance which influences the torque harnessed by the rotor
blades. The analysis took place with respect to the 2-D angle calculations described
in chapter 3. Examining the impact of the IGV solidity necessitates both losses
and overall efficiency, which will be described in the following subsections for
outflow and inflow performance.
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4.2.1 Outflow

With the aid of the velocity triangle plotted in Figure 4.1 and the section
afterwards (section C), the angle calculations at different solidities took place.

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram for velocity triangle in the inflow
and the outflow at sections C & D
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In Figure 4.2.A, it is shown the effect of the solidity change in terms of flow
guidance, plotting for  =1 the absolute flow and metal angles in section C, αC and
α*C respectively, against the IGV vane count. As it is seen, the angle has a slight
dependency on the solidity, reducing the flow angle by 8 degrees if the number of
vanes goes from 34 to 68. Therefore, as expected, the flow guidance improves as
the solidity increases. Note that, at the largest solidity, the flow angle is more
deflected than the guide vane metal angle. This effect, which is present in both the
rotor and the OGV as well, is derived from the wake mixing after the trailing edge
of the IGV vane as mentioned in Denton, (1993) appendix 3. This effect appears
when the passage section is narrowed due to a large solidity, increasing the
importance of the wake. More detailed explanation to this phenomenon can be
found in Denton, (1993) appendix 3. The relative angle βC is shown in Figure 4.2.B,
following the same trend as the absolute angle, and it is clear from this figure that
the flow guidance towards the rotor is not optimal, which means that the low
solidity ( IGV count = 34 ) will generate incidence losses at the entrance of the
rotor, which will be reduced as the solidity increases, as it will be shown next in
the upcoming sections.
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Figure 4.2 IGV α and β angle at section C at ϕ =1 in different IGVs count
On the other hand, looking at Figure 4.3, where the total-to-total pressure loss
across turbine elements is plotted, it is possible to appreciate that the increase of
the solidity leads to a slight rise in the IGV loss, which is clearly associated to
friction losses. Besides, the rotor loss also plotted in Figure 4.3, while escorting
IGV and rotor losses together, results show a minimum in the configuration
equipped with 51 vanes. Although the differences are small, around 1%, but, the
maximum rotor loss appeared in the 34 IGV count (i > 10 degrees) while remained
the same at the 51 and 68 counts (i ≤ 10 degrees), agreeing with Persico et al.,
(2013), where it is stated that incidences of ±10 degrees do not affect the rotor
performance (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Energy loss in IGV and Rotor with respect to IGVs count in ϕ =1
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In order to visualize Figure 4.2.A and Figure 4.3, total pressure contours in the
midspan of the turbine showing the interaction concerning the IGV, Rotor and the
IGV presented in Figure 4.4 which envisage the outflow process. At the 34-68-85
case (34 IGVs) turbulence wakes appeared at the exit of the IGV which is the inlet
of the rotor at the outflow mode, justifying the increase of the rotor losses at this
count (Figure 4.3). Contours showed no great change at the 51 and 68 IGVs
assuring the concept stated before by Persico et al., (2013), where it is asserted
that incidences of ±10 degrees (Figure 4.2.A) do not affect the rotor performance

Figure 4.4 Total pressure contour for cases with solidities
as follows 34-68-85, 51-68-85 and 68-68-85 at ϕ=1

4.2.2 Inflow

Following the study of the influence of changing the solidity of the IGV in the
outflow performance, secondly, the analysis is made during inflow performance.
Solidity change by count in IGV hadn’t much impact in the inflow process as it
can be noticed in Figure 4.5, α angles in section B which is the section downstream
the IGV with respect to inflow performance, calculated with the aid of Figure 4.1,
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the angles had the same alignment with metal angles along with the change in IGV
count, The flow angle in section B, is close to radial direction even for the 34 vanes
configuration.

Figure 4.5 IGV α angle at section B with different IGVs count at ϕ=-1

The results related to total-to-total pressure loss for IGV and the elbow during
inflow performance are presented in Figure 4.6. Since from Figure 4.5 it is deduced
that the flow is well aligned at the entrance of the elbow, for ϕ = -1, the rise in
the loss within the IGV is related to friction which increases with the vane count
(IGVs). Whereas the loss in the elbow reveals that the slight difference of 7° αB at
34 IGVs count shown in Figure 4.5, is of some importance as energy losses in the
elbow decreased with the increase of IGVs count confirming better guidance
achieved by 51 and 68 IGVs count in Figure 4.5.
When the flow angle differs from the radial direction, the losses in the elbow
increases (34 count), what strongly indicates that configurations with a lower count
than 34 blades are strongly not recommended with respect to the elbow element
(Figure 4.6). Not purely centripetal flows create a large amount of loss in the elbow,
as it was shown in Pereiras et al., (2011c) which presented the same phenomena.
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Figure 4.6 Energy loss in IGV and Elbow with respect IGVs count in ϕ =-1
Total pressure contours for 34, 51 and 68 IGVs count had been presented in Error!
Reference source not found. which reaffirm the results in Figure 4.6, which stated
the gradual increase of losses in the IGV section from 34 to 68 count. This
phenomenon is to be described that in the 68 counts of IGVs, in other words
increased solidity leads to smaller area of passages, which initiates larger velocity
of air flow in the channels between guide vanes which in turn increases energy
losses in this element of the turbine. Although, the increase in solidity leads to a
reduced flow separation across the IGVs boundary layer which can be seen in case
68-68-85 (Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 4.7 Total pressure contour for cases with solidities
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as follows 34-68-85, 51-68-85 and 68-68-85 at ϕ=-1
Considering the results in both, outflow, and inflow performances, it is clear that
the IGV should have between 34 and 51 vanes. Nevertheless, the differences for
IGV configurations are almost negligible. With the same alignment and losses in
the elbow section as the 51 and 68 of vanes count as illustrated in Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6, leaving the choice between the 34 and 51 vanes comparing both in
terms of the overall efficiency in the outflow mode at ϕ = 1, (Figure 4.8), in which
the comparison was made while keeping the rotor and OGV count same in both
setting to have an precise preference for the IGVs count. It is clearly that, for
outflow conditions, the 51 IGV will have the preference with a superiority of 2.5%
in terms of overall efficiency more than the 34 vanes. While the difference during
inflow condition is negligible compared to the gain in outflow.

Figure 4.8 Overall efficiency in the outflow and inflow performances
at ϕ = ±1 for 34-68-85 and 51-68-85 solidity setting
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4.3 ROTOR

Three different configurations (Table 4.1) equipped with 34, 51 and 68 blades, were
analysed to determine the influence of the solidity of the rotor. The solidity of both
IGV and OGV remains equal. Apart from being determinant from the point of
view of the loss generated, it is critical since a correct guidance of the flow also
defines the torque on the rotor blades. Therefore, analysing the influence of solidity
of the rotor requires both losses and overall efficiency in which will be presented in
the upcoming subsections for the outflow and the inflow performance.
Along With the same strategy as the IGVs the Rotor solidity were modified
according to periodic criteria of 1/17 as mentioned previously. Modifying the rotor
solidity has 3 consequences:
1) Reducing the number of blades will make wider the blade-to-blade
passage, so the velocity will be reduced as well as friction loss. In turn,
reducing the turbulence intensity in the flow separated regions.
2) Solidity is critical in terms of flow guidance as lack of guidance by the
rotor might result in less torque produced because it depends mainly on the
flow deflection.
3) Element downstream, in both outflow and inflow, could suffer severely if
the rotor is not guiding the airflow properly.

4.3.1 Outflow

As earlier, outflow performance is analysed first. Calculations for α and β angles
was assessed using Figure 4.1 as usual. Figure 4.9, illuminates the relation between
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α and β angles in section D (downstream the rotor in outflow performance) with
the increase of the rotor’s solidity, showing clearly that the higher the solidity, the
better the guidance. However, there is an over-guidance of the flow as well for the
largest solidity (68) in Figure 4.9.B, which will be investigated more in the
upcoming figures.

Figure 4.9 ROTOR α and β angle at section D
at ϕ=1 in different Rotor’s count
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Dissecting Figure 4.10, concerning the loss in the OGV, it can be concluded that
increasing the solidity of the rotor is extremely positive since most of the loss in
this element is coming from large incidence angle (Figure 4.9.B), which appeared
at the lowest rotor count (34) reaching 23°, while, examining the higher rotors
count (51) simulated, it has been found perfect guidance with a 0° difference
between flow and metal relative count. The highest count simulated (68) showed
over guidance with an incidence angle of -4° which will be justified later.
However, adding the loss in the rotor to the picture, the scenario is slightly
different. Increasing the solidity of the rotor reduces the flow passage section
between blades, increasing the velocity, thus friction loss and wake intensity
increases, thus losses increasing proportionally with the increase of the rotors count.
However, 68 blades configuration shows a lower energy loss than the 51 bladed
rotors, for the rotor and the OGV losses added together. According to the results
in Figure 4.10, using 68 blades would be the most favourable configuration for
outflow performance.

Figure 4.10 Energy loss in Rotor and OGV with respect to Rotors count in ϕ =1

Figure 4.11, presenting the total pressure contours for the three different solidities
examined for the rotor element, it is noticed that in the 34-rotor count (left image)
misguidance and flow detachment appear in the rotor element and, in turn, wider
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wakes reach the leading edge of the downstream element (OGV) producing high
incidence losses. Flow guidance is better in the 51-rotor count case showing lower
flow detachment and good guidance at the OGV section. The best flow guidance
achieved in the 68-rotor case in both rotor and the OGV sections showing smooth
flow around the OGV. Therefore, the most advantageous configuration for outflow
performance is the 68 bladed rotors by 5% more the 51 bladed rotors, with respect
to Figure 4.12, plotting the overall turbine efficiency for the three configurations
of different rotor count 34, 51 and 68.

Figure 4.11 Total pressure contour for cases with solidities
as follows 51-34-85-51-51-85, and 51-68-85 at ϕ=1
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Figure 4.12 Overall efficiency in the outflow performance at ϕ = 1
for 51-34-85, 51-51-85 and 51-68-85 solidity settings
4.3.2 Inflow

Secondly, the analysis is made during inflow performance. With the help of Figure
4.1, in studying the flow angles at the surface downstream the rotor section in the
inflow mode.
Figure 4.13.A shows large incidence angle (αC - α*C) for the small Rotors solidity
(34), reaching almost zero for the largest rotor solidity. Figure 4.13.B shows a clear
over-guidance of the flow at the rotor trailing edge, even the lowest one of 34 blades
manage to guide the flow correctly, this. This is not a real revelation since, in
Pereiras et al., (2011a), it was reported that the rotor design of this kind of machine
managed to make a good guidance of the flow at the outlet, especially during inflow
conditions due to the favourable pressure gradient along the rotor passage which
tends to be in a convergent shape for the flow moving from section D to section C
along the rotor passage. Nevertheless, it is strengthened in this rotor geometry
guaranteeing the idea of minimizing the losses along the whole turbine, which is
beneficial to reduce the incidence loss downstream in the IGV.
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Figure 4.13 ROTOR α and β angle at section C, ϕ=-1 in different solidities

On the other hand, looking at Figure 4.14, where the loss of the rotor and IGV are
plotted, it can be seen that the loss of the rotor is being affected more severely
than the loss of the IGV by the rotor solidity. Actually, increasing the solidity
reduces the passage section between blades, which causes more friction loss but
decrease the flow detachment phenomena. As a result, in terms of loss, the 34blade rotor seems to be more profitable in terms of cumulative loss in both the
rotor and the IGV; in particular, the IGV portion losses surpassed the rotor losses.
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Figure 4.14 Energy loss in Rotor and IGV
with respect to Rotor solidity in ϕ = -1
Figure 4.15, showed the three solidities illustrated for total pressure contour, it has
been noticed that flow detachment appeared on the suction side of the rotor blade
as the rotor receives the flow from the OGV (upstream the rotor for the inflow
mode) which in turn the flow separation decreases with the increasing solidity, but
the intensity of the losses increases. This phenomenon simply describes the
increasing losses on the rotor section but indeed increasing harnessing in torque,
this will be presented in detail in the upcoming chapter.

Figure 4.15 Total pressure contour for cases with solidities
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as follows 51-34-85, 51-51-85, and 51-68-85 at ϕ=-1
Looking at the overall efficiency at 51-blades rotor (Figure 4.16), an improvement
over other solidity by 2% approximately. Showing that the increase in the solidity
is not favourable in the overall efficiency leading to a noticeable decrease when
increasing the solidity from 51 to 68 rotor count. This phenomenon is supported
by Figure 4.15, which clearly pointed the increasing energy losses at the suction
side of the rotor directly affecting the overall efficiency.

Figure 4.16 Overall efficiency in the inflow performance
at ϕ = -1 for 51-34-85, 51-51-85 and 51-68-85 solidity settings

4.4 OGV

The effects of the OGV’s solidity were investigated using three distinct designs
(Table 4.1) with 68, 85 and 102 vanes. Both Rotor and IGV have the same level
of solidity. As anticipated before, the first analysis will be held on the outflow
performance, secondly will be held on the inflow performance.
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The OGV solidity was adjusted using the same technique as the IGVs and the
ROTORs, according to the previously established periodic criterion of 1/17.
Changing the OGV solidity has two effects:
1) OGV solidity will directly affect the flow guidance towards the rotor in the
inflow mode, controlling the torque harnessed and energy losses.
2) As a crucial element downstream the rotor in the outflow mode, the OGV
will affect the energy losses and the flow guidance towards the diffuser,
which have a direct impact on the kinetic energy losses at the exit of the
turbine.

4.4.1 Outflow

As the OGV is the last element in the outflow process and it is responsible for
orienting the flow in the radial direction thus minimizing kinetic energy losses,
assessment of the energy losses will be mainly in the diffuser section (downstream
the OGV). The results have revealed that the OGV solidity of this turbine has not
much impact in outflow performance. Figure 4.17 shows that the effect of the OGV
count on the OGV and the diffuser losses. The differences are really small compared
to the total loss of the whole machine, probably caused by the lower velocity of
the flow in this section. Nevertheless, according to the results, 85 OGV count
apparently is the best option from the point of view of the outflow process, as it
has lower energy losses than the 68 count. Although, the 102 count has the lowest
losses, but the cost of metal manufacturing will override the saving in losses.
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Figure 4.17 Energy loss OGV with respect to OGV solidity in ϕ =1

4.4.2 Inflow

On the other hand, during inflow, it was expected to see deeper importance due to
having the rotor placed downstream the OGV. However, this expectation was not
confirmed since, as it can be seen in Figure 4.18, the influence of the OGV solidity
on the guidance is extremely slight. This is corroborated by the losses in the OGV
and rotor elements (Figure 4.19), which remain constant non-dependent on the
OGV solidity. Assuring the finding in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, the overall
efficiency were plotted for the three solidities examined for the OGV (68 - 85 and
102) in Figure 4.20. It has been noticed a slight increase with 2% value in the for
the 85 OGV counts when compared with the 68 counts while the same value
increase for the 102 counts as well. Hence, 85 vanes in OGV were taken a definitive
solidity in further studies that will be presented in the upcoming chapter.
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Figure 4.18 OGV α angle at section D ϕ=1 in different solidities for OGV.

Figure 4.19 Energy loss in OGV and ROTOR
with respect to OGV solidity in ϕ =-1.
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Figure 4.20 Overall efficiency in the outflow and inflow performances
at ϕ = ±1 for 51-68-68, 51-68-85 and 51-68-102 solidity settings.

4.5 Conclusion

As a framework for the geometry generation technique used in the last chapter
(chapter 3), a mandatory phase was to choose the correct number of guide vanes
and blades in terms of solidity as defined in the beginning of the chapter. The three
parts of the radial turbine were analysed and assessed in this chapter using flow
angles and metal angles for the selected solidities, energy losses per component and
the effects on the downstream element along with the overall efficiency were the
criteria to choose on the best solidity. With the visual aid of total pressure contours
and the calculations made definitive solidities were selected to continue exploitation
on the next chapter. Clearly and with the aid of the three elements investigated
the best solidity is 51, 68 and 85 for the IGV, Rotor and OGV, respectively. In the
upcoming chapter this solidity will be exploited in a full detailed study including
flow visualization.
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Chapter 5
Results & Discussions
Hypothetically,

angle

calculations

and

solidity

optimization determined the setting of the new radial
turbine in all aspects of it. In this chapter, a deep
analysis of the previous and the optimized prototype
carried out in steady and non-steady conditions. Firstly,
the nomenclature of the geometries being tested with
all configurations with a summary for enhancements
and improvements. Secondly, a detailed analysis of
preferred configurations including loss analysis. Finally,
the best configuration in terms of steady and unsteady
efficiencies with a comprehensive evaluation of pressure
contours among various flow coefficients.
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5.1 New M# series

After conducting the numerical validation accordingly (Appendix B) to begin
simulations of the opted solidities as mentioned in the previous chapter (Solidity
optimization: Chapter 4). Avoiding any conflicts and the ease of presenting the
new innovated turbine and comparing it with the previous turbine (Pereiras et al.,
(2011c)), the new series sponsoring the changes mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.4
had been called M2# as “1” referring to the previous turbine by Pereiras et al.,
(2011c) and “2” concerning the present study optimized geometry.
The hierarchy of the turbines scrutinized in the present hypothesis, with an
explanation of assessing purpose shown in Figure 5.1, beginning with the famous
M8 that was developed by Setoguchi et al., (2002) with sufficient experimental
data to make use of it in the authentication of the numerical simulations underwent
in this thesis (section 3.7.2). Numerical simulations to check the reliability of the
model had underwent with respect to the data by Pereiras et al., (2011c) that
turbine was called “M16” which had a good advantage over its predecessor the
“M8”, results can be seen in appendix B. As mentioned before in chapter 3, the
new model presented in this dissertation focus on achieving minimal and balanced
deficiencies between the rotor and the guide vanes, not the rotor efficiency, with a
genuine approach of designing radial turbine. Beginning the testing of new
optimized prototype starting with the “2”, two turbines [M21 and M27] are being
tested with the difference in the solidities between each other presented in Table
5.1.
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M8

• Geometry developed by Setoguchi et al., (2002).
• Used as the experimental validation reference
mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.7.2 .

M16

• Geometry by Pereiras et al., (2011) developed as the
succesor of M8 (Appendix B)
• This geometry aimed to obtain a more balanced
performane between inflow and outflow performance.

M18
M21

M27

• Geometry by Pereiras et., (2011) with change in the guide
vanes setting angles (Appendix B)

• Rotor redesigned and GV re-positioned.
• Solidities inherited from previous models. [34, 51 and 85]

• Optimized geometry M27 [51,68 and 85]
• Solidity optimized in chapter 4.

Figure 5.1 Brief on geometries tested
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Table 5.1 geometrical coordinates of all turbines tested
M8 Setoguchi et al., (2002)
Vane/Blade number

Chord length

Solidity

(mm)

Inner/Outer
Setting angle

IGV

52

50

2.29

25o

ROTOR

51

54

2.02

19.8o /35.8o

OGV

73

50

2.28

25o

M16 Pereiras et al., (2011c)
Vane/Blade number

Chord length

Solidity

(mm)

Inner/Outer
Setting angle

IGV

34

71

2.54

20o

ROTOR

51

47

1.78

20o /25o

OGV

85

45

2.42

20o

Solidity

Inner/Outer

M18
Vane/Blade number

Chord length
(mm)

Setting angle

IGV

34

71

2.54

25o

ROTOR

51

47

1.78

20o /25o

OGV

85

45

2.42

25o

Solidity

Inner/Outer

M21
Vane/Blade number

Chord length
(mm)

Setting angle

IGV

34

60

1.78

30o

ROTOR

51

55

2.02

36o /30o

OGV

85

54

2.89

30o

Solidity

Inner/Outer

M27
Vane/Blade number

Chord length
(mm)

Setting angle

IGV

51

60

2.68

30o

ROTOR

68

55

2.69

36o /30o

OGV

85

54

2.89

30o
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5.1.1 M21

With the same vanes and blades count but with a different solidity as for the
change in the turbine geometry, M21 was tested for performance in steady
conditions. Figure 5.2, presents the M21 torque coefficients in both outflow and
inflow mode comparing it with the previous results of M16 by Pereiras et al.,
(2011c). As the vision of design yield its points showing the lower torque coefficient
in both inflow and outflow compared to M16 which assures that when the rotor
blades deflection (Figure 3.12) increases, less torque is harnessed by the rotor. In
return, inspecting Figure 5.3, significantly lower input coefficient (losses) had been
achieved in the whole range of flow coefficients simulated following the lead of the
new design tactics explained earlier in chapter 3.
Torque and input coefficients are the means in scheming the steady efficiency
performance along with the flow coefficient has been mentioned in chapter 2. While
reviewing Figure 5.4, it had been found that improvement had been achieved at
the inflow mode of the turbine performance reaching a maximum value of 57 % at
ϕ = -1, while the decrease in steady efficiency in the outflow mode reaching a gap
of 10 %, this phenomena had been vindicated by the high loss in the rotor efficiency
presented in Figure 5.5, which is directly related to the IGV count of 34. This was
revealed in chapter 4 as insufficient (Figure 4.2), which represents the root cause
of the solidity optimization in chapter 4.
When this turbine was inspected at a high flow coefficient (1< ϕ < 3), the turbine
demonstrated a very good endurance as it demonstrated almost constant
performance over this range relative to the M16, which had a steep decrease in
efficiency after meeting its BEP at ϕ = 0.75.
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Figure 5.2 comparing M21 torque coefficient with M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)

Figure 5.3 Comparing M21 input coefficient with M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011c)

Figure 5.4 Comparing M21 steady efficiency with M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)
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Figure 5.5 Comparing M21 rotor efficiency with M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)

5.1.1.1 Loss analysis

A loss evaluation is conducted before continuing the assessment of M27, so that
the gap in performance between the previous geometry (M16) and the current
optimized prototype can be discerned (M21). In terms of the pressure loss
coefficient (K) stated in the equation (5.1), where ΔP is the pressure difference per
element and PDYN is the dynamic pressure across this element.

K=

P
PDYN (Element)

(5.1)

In Figure 5.7, the pressure loss coefficient was plotted in the elbow along with the
flow coefficients tested with the aid of Figure 5.6, which represented the numerical
model with the reference sections with the red colour bounding the element to be
assessed. It had been found a valuable decrease in the inflow mode when evaluating
the new geometry (M21) with the previous study geometry (M16) by Pereiras et
al., (2011c), while a very slight decrease in the outflow mode. This phenomenon
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confirms the effect of the latest elbow configuration in the optimized prototype,
which had a diffuser-like structure, despite slight influence in the outflow mode,
which is natural since the flow starts its journey with a high velocity in the elbow
element. The same experience happened in Figure 5.8, with lower losses in the IGV
element in outflow mode, while in the inflow mode, the decrease in losses was
greater especially at low flow coefficients (ϕ = 0.5), with approximately an average
decrease of 50% among flow coefficients simulated. Assuring the success of the new
IGV design with the briefer geometry and the altered setting angle (obtuse). The
OGV element (Figure 5.9) recorded lower losses also for the Optimized prototype
design with respect to the previous geometry, especially during outflow mode,
complying with the change in design of the taller OGV, guiding the flow towards
the diffuser (exit of the turbine) more effectively.

Figure 5.6 Optimized prototype with reference surfaces and sections
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Figure 5.7 Pressure loss coefficient K in the Elbow element

Figure 5.8 Pressure loss coefficient K in the IGV element
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Figure 5.9 Pressure loss coefficient K in the OGV element

5.1.2 M27
5.1.2.1 Steady efficiency
Referring to the previous chapter “solidity optimization”, M27 had the optimum
solidity that notched the best match between flow and metal angles. Evidently,
this best solidity is 51, 68, and 85 for the IGV, Rotor, and OGV, respectively.
Firstly, introducing the steady performance of the M27, the torque coefficient
shown in Figure 5.10 comparing the M27 with the M21 and the M16, increasing
the solidity of the rotor element made its direct impact on outflow, M27 showing
a progression in the torque gained by the rotor blades by 21% increase on average
among the simulated flow coefficients in the outflow mode. While no change
appeared in the inflow mode.
Secondly, the input coefficient had been analysed in Figure 5.11 using the three
turbines (M27, M21 and M16), comparing the three turbines together we found
that both M27 and M21 showed a valuable decrease in the input coefficient in both
outflow and inflow modes. M27 had an advantage decrease by 50 % average values
for both outflow and inflow mode when compared with the previous geometry
(M16), this value will have a direct impact on the efficiency values. While,
comparing the two optimized prototypes with each other (M27 and M21) it had
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been found that the increasing solidity for the M27 was favourable in the outflow
mode, decreasing the input coefficient for the M27 over the M21 by an average
value of 10% among flow coefficients simulated. On the other hand, during inflow
mode M21 attained lower favourable input coefficient by an average value of 26%.
Lastly, a steady performance efficiency had to be presented to show the
consequences of the increased torque coefficient and input coefficient both together
in Figure 5.12, in the outflow mode, steady efficiency showed a very good
improvement with respect to M21 and M16 showing a BEP with a value of 35%
at ϕ = 1, while M21 and M16 showed values for BEP of 23% and 34% respectively.
Also, M27 maintained endurance the same as the M21 (optimized prototype) when
compared to M16 as the M27 overrun M16 at the range of 1 < ϕ < 3 which is
considered 70% of the range simulated. As for the inflow mode, still, the optimized
prototype plunders the previous geometry (M16) by a difference of 10 % in all over
the range simulated, but with a decreased efficiency than the M21, seeking for the
balanced performance for the self-rectifying radial turbine. M27 achieved lower
rotor efficiency (Figure 5.13) when compared with the M16 (previous geometry) in
both outflow and inflow modes, but, during outflow mode, M27 had an advantage
over the M21 configuration. However, as it was seen in chapter 4, it was caused by
the insufficient rotor solidity harnessing less torque, increasing the rotor count to
68 (M27), increases the solidity and the rotor efficiency by 19 % on average for the
range of 0.5 < ϕ < 3 over the 51-rotor count (M21).
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Figure 5.10 Torque coefficient for M27 compared with M21
and M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)

Figure 5.11 Input coefficient for M27 compared with M21
and M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)
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Figure 5.12 Steady efficiency for M27 compared with M21
and M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)

Figure 5.13 Rotor efficiency for M27 with M21
and M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011)

5.1.2.2 Non-steady Efficiency

Figure 5.14, presents the non-steady efficiency, calculated as it is indicated in
equation (2.9) in section 2.3.2. M27 attained the best the best efficiency for the
range simulated with an average increase of 6.7% over the previous geometry (M16)
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by Pereiras et al., (2011c) and with an average increase of 10 % over the original
geometry (M8) by Setoguchi et al., (2002). According to these results, the new
design strategy of the optimized prototype M27, based on reducing loss at the guide
vanes, has proved to be reliable to be considered in future works.

Figure 5.14 Non-steady efficiency for the optimized prototype M27,
the previous geometry M16 Pereiras et al., (2011c)
and the original geometry M8 Setoguchi et al., (2002)

5.2 M27 analysis of the flow pattern

In this section, a study of the flow pattern is granted, focusing primarily on the
loss distribution among the various elements of the turbine. These loss distributions
were derived from steady-state simulations. Furthermore, using flow angles and
total pressure contours in both outflow and inflow modes. The main of this section
is locating possible defects in the proposed design to be the key points for the future
improvements.
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5.2.1 Outflow

In correspondence with the nomenclature in Figure 5.6, starts from the entrance of
the airflow at the elbow till it reaches the exit of the turbine at the diffuser section
F at the diffuser considering the kinetic energy lost at the exit of the turbine
(section F) as illustrated in Figure 5.6.
In Figure 5.15, it can be seen the loss distribution for the outflow mode in terms
of percentages. In this figure it is possible to observe that the rotor is the main
source of loss of the turbine, always generating 50-60% of the losses for the whole
range of flow rates coefficients. This fits with the fact that the turbine has been
designed to minimize the losses downstream of the rotor (guide vanes), instead of
optimizing the rotor efficiency itself, it was evidently noticed earlier for M27
(optimized prototype) deficient rotor efficiency when compared with M16 (previous
geometry) in Figure 5.13. OGV showed a rising performance while increasing the
flow coefficient, reducing losses in the OGV by approximately 20% from ϕ = 0.5
to ϕ = 2. This is the reason why the steady efficiency of the turbine (Figure 5.12)
during outflow performance achieves the maximum for a relatively large flow
coefficient, also, justifying the endurance feature of the M27 which had been noticed
earlier. Kinetic energy losses get larger at the turbine outlet when the flow
coefficient increases as expected.
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Figure 5.15 % Energy loss in outflow per turbine (M27) component

In order to carry out a comparison between the optimized geometry and the
previous one. the loss distributions for two flow coefficients, one the lowest flow
coefficient simulated and the closest to the best efficiency point (ϕ = 0.5), and the
other is at large flow coefficient (ϕ = 2), are presented in Table 5.2. Differences at
the elbow are easily explained considering lower overall losses for the optimized
prototype, which results in a larger percentage for the M27. In the case of the IGV,
it has a better percentage of energy losses in both lower and greater flow
coefficients. This improvement comes from the less flow deflection made in the
vanes, which allowed the utilization of briefer vanes, in addition of suppressing the
tip clearance which was a source of losses in the guide vanes when comparing the
M16 (Pereiras et al., (2011a)) with the M27. The rotor of the M27 shows the
expected larger values of energy losses since reducing its losses has not been the
priority during the design process. This is clearly marked for large flow coefficients.
Nevertheless, it should be underlined that the greater percentage of losses is
partially caused by the lower overall loss of the whole turbine (M27). OGV
performs much better in the optimized turbine (Table 5.2), especially for greater
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flow coefficients, decreasing the total energy losses substantially. Kinetic energy
has been reduced at the outlet, due to a lower tangential component after
increasing the length of the trailing edge of the OGV with respect to previous
geometry (Section 3.4.4.4, Figure 3.17). But it remains a remarkably secondary
source of loss.

Table 5.2 Previous geometry Pereiras et al., (2011c) and optimized prototype
energy losses percentage in outflow mode per turbine element
M16

M27

Previous geometry by

Optimized prototype

Pereiras et al., (2011c)
ϕ = 0.5

ϕ=2

ϕ = 0.5

ϕ=2

Elbow

1.71

2.90

1.93

3.43

IGV

12.3

17.77

8.04

14.62

Rotor

46.6

40.12

51.39

58.35

OGV

35.67

25.07

34.11

12.49

Diff

0.34

3.2

1.57

2.53

Kinetic energy

4.01

10.94

2.96

8.58

With the aid of Figure 5.6, that visualize the M27 whole turbine including elements,
sections, and the mid-span in which contours for total pressure were captured. The
contours of total pressure around section C for two flow coefficients (ϕ = 0.5 and
ϕ = 2) are shown in Figure 5.16, where can be seen the interaction between the
IGV and rotor blades in outflow mode.
Several phenomena worth to be mentioned can be seen in the contours, the first
one is the flow detachment produced at the blade leading edge at a low flow
coefficient (Figure 5.16.A). These occurrences explained the high mismatch shown
in Figure 5.17.B where the relative angle (βC) is plotted, there is a mismatch of 50°
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between flow angles and the metal angle ϕ = 0.5. That drives to boundary layer
separation inside the rotor passage, consequently choking approximately a quarter
of the passage.
On the other hand, IGV is showing good guidance of the flow (according to Figure
5.17.A) for the whole range of flow coefficients. While for the higher flow
coefficients (ϕ = 2) presented in Figure 5.16.B this same effect is less intense as
the flow angles tend to match metal angles (Figure 5.17.B). However, in this case,
the intensity of the pressure gradient in the wake draws attention immediately.
Because of the strong interaction between the blade and the wake is produced,
placing IGV more separated from the rotor could be an interesting work in the
near future, in order to reduce the interaction which surely is a source of loss,
vibrations and noise.
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Figure 5.16 Total pressure contours in section C for ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 2
with a colour map scale of 1:5, respectively.

Figure 5.17 Outflow flow angles VS geometry angles in sections C, D, and E

As shown in Figure 5.15, which corresponds to outflow mode, despite the reduction
achieved in the optimized turbine, the OGV remains to be the second important
source of losses. As been illustrated in Figure 5.18, the contours at the exit of the
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rotor are represented for both ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 2. Firstly, it is crucial to highlight
that, despite the large incidence at the inlet of the rotor for the lower flow
coefficient, as mentioned previously (Figure 5.16), strong gradient flow detachment
ensues at the leading edge of the rotor since, see Figure 5.18.A, there is no trace of
any detachment at the rotor blades consequently, due to the low curvature of the
rotor geometry in which resulted in minimizing flow detachment along the rotor.
This agrees with Persico et al., (2013), where it is stated that, for outflow radial
turbines, the effect of the incidence at the rotor inlet decays in the first half of the
blade.
However, for 𝜙 = 2, where apparently the incidence of the flow is much better at
the inlet (Figure 5.17.C and Figure 5.18.B) there is a strong flow detachment,
produced by the curvature of the rotor blade, which is creating a large wake and
generating a strong interaction between the rotor wakes and the OGV. In
consequence incidence at the pressure side of the OGV leading edge is noticed at
low flow coefficient (ϕ = 0.5) harming the flow guidance and justifying the 100°
difference recorded in Figure 5.17.C at ϕ = 0.5, This problem has been reduced at
the high flow coefficient (ϕ = 2) (Figure 5.18.B)(Figure 5.17.C), but not completely
supressed because, although lower than previous geometries (Pereiras et al.,
(2011c)), the blade remains to have strong curvature at mid-chord, which, excites
flow detachment. Despite, achieving less intense pressure gradients than those in
previous geometries (Pereiras et al., (2011c)) they probably continue to be a source
of noise and vibrations.
At last, the angle at the exit of the OGV (section E) is shown in Figure 5.17.D. It
can be noticed that the velocity that exits the OGV is not completely radial which
is the main explanation for kinetic energy losses at the exit.
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Figure 5.18 Total pressure contours at section D for ϕ = 0.5 and ϕ = 2
with a colour map scale of 1:5, respectively.
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5.2.2 Inflow

Parallel to the analysis carried out for the outflow mode, this section analyses the
performance during inflow mode. Opposed to the outflow, the inflow starts from
the diffuser at section F at the diffuser till reaches section A at the elbow, see
Figure 5.6. Figure 5.19 shows the loss distribution per element, whereas, Table 5.3,
shows the energy loss percentages for each element concerning the whole turbine
for low and high flow coefficients, comparing the optimized turbine (M27) with
respect to previous works (M16) by Pereiras et al., (2011c).

Figure 5.19 Energy loss % in inflow process per turbine (M27) component.
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Table 5.3. Previous geometry Pereiras et al., (2011c) and optimized prototype
energy losses percentage in inflow mode per turbine element
M16

M27

Previous geometry by

Optimized prototype

Pereiras et al., (2011c)
ϕ = -0.5

ϕ = -2

ϕ = -0.5

ϕ = -2

Diff

0.04

0.05

0.20

0.30

OGV

4.18

6.95

3.60

5.60

Rotor

41.38

28.95

70.60

47.10

IGV

34.14

25.45

13.20

17.80

Elbow

10.00

16.22

3.00

6.80

Kinetic

10.26

22.38

9.40

22.40

The behaviour of energy losses of the rotor and the IGV are inversely proportional,
the rotor has the major proportion of losses in all the flow coefficients but
decreasing from 70% to 47% as the flow coefficient increases. While the IGV losses
increases from 13.2% to 17.80%.
Table 5.3, points out a large rise in the weight of the rotor loss, which is expected
after sponsoring the idea of decreasing loss in turbine elements differnet from the
rotor losses other than the rotor. Nevertheless, note that this large rise in the
percentage is caused by an increase in the rotor loss, but also by the reduction of
the overall loss of the optimized turbine, in other words, as mentioned before the
absolute values of losses had decreased but the quota for the rotor had increased.
The loss in the IGV is the real key for the improvement during inflow mode. There
is a minimum in ϕ = -0.75 (Figure 5.19), from that, it can be seen as an increment
in the losses as the flow coefficient raises, reaching 17.8% for the higher flow
coefficient. Also, it has been noticed that despite the divergent geometry of the
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elbow before the outlet, the kinetic energy in this mode remains to be important
at large flow coefficients.
Linear increasing losses had been marked for the OGV along with the elbow
element in both geometries (previous and optimized) but the relative loss
percentage had decreased significantly in the optimized prototype, see Table 5.3,
Note that the loss percentages calculated in Table 5.3, are computed with respect
to the input coefficient of each geometry (Figure 5.11). Also, clearly noticed that
the high kinetic losses in the optimized prototype which is nearly the same as the
previous geometry, thus the absolute loss has been reduced which proves that the
divergent elbow has a positive effect, as expected.
Diffuser and OGV showed, as expected, an almost negligible weight of the energy
losses with respect to the previous geometry as a result of the enhanced geometry
of the OGV, the lower curvature of the vane reduces the possibility of boundary
layer detachment at large flow rates and increasing the length of the vane with
respect to the previous geoemetry makes the angle flow more lean preserving the
flow detachments as well, both helping to reduce the loss generated, also, reomving
tip clearance, which was a cause of guide vanes losses when comparing the M16
(Pereiras et al., (2011a)) with the M27. The rotor revealed an increased percentage
of losses concerning the whole turbine (previously illustrated in Figure 5.15), which
is mainly due to the incidence angle at the inlet of the rotor. This phenomenon will
be discussed later.
Two total pressure contours around the gap between the OGV and the rotor, are
shown in Figure 5.20, corresponding to low and large flow coefficients. It can be
noticed in ϕ = -0.5 (Figure 5.20.A) that the rotor channel is partially choked due
to the flow detachment at the leading edge which is a consequent behaviour for
the strong curvature of the pressure side of the rotor geometry, resulting in a large
magnitude for losses. Also, flow detachment appears strongly at rotor pressure side
leading edge for ϕ = -0.5, although, in Figure 5.21.A, it can be noticed that the
OGV guides the flow with an error of 2° only at the lower flow coefficient, which
is almost negligible which do not justify the strong flow detachment that appeared
at the rotor leading edge. Leaving the explanation for Figure 5.21.B, which
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recorded a 110° difference between relative flow and metal angles, justifying flow
detachment at the leading edge of the rotor. Flow detachment decreases in intensity
for high flow coefficient (ϕ = -2) (Figure 5.20.B) corresponding to the low incidence
for ϕ = -2 at Figure 5.21.B, this phenomena derived wakes from the rotor suction
side to the middle of the rotor passage justifying the high losses percentages for
the rotor element for M27 when compared to the previous geometry (M16) (Table
5.3).

Figure 5.20 Total pressure contour at section D for ϕ = -0.5
and ϕ = -2 with a colour map scale of 1:2, respectively.
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Figure 5.21 Inflow flow angles VS geometry angles in sections C, D, and B.

In Figure 5.22, the total pressure contours of the gap between the IGV and the
rotor are plotted. It can be noticed that for the lower flow coefficient (Figure
5.22.A) the detachment of the flow is located in the pressure side of the IGV, but
for the higher flow (Figure 5.22.B), the detachment happens on the opposite face
which is the suction side of the blade. Insight of Figure 5.21.C, the mismatch
changes the direction for flow coefficients above ϕ = -1 and below this point. At
last, in Figure 5.21.D the angle at the exit of the IGV is shown. To optimize the
turbine performance, the optimal angle at the exit should be as closer to 90° as
possible. In this case, the difference is below 5° in all ranges, which is almost
negligible. Compared to the exit angle in the outflow mode (αE, see Figure 5.17.D),
the IGV row guides the flow better during the inflow mode, having a lower
mismatch compared to the OGV row during the outflow mode. More perception
on Figure 5.22, it can be noticed strong wakes on both low and high flow
coefficients, in correspondence will cause high noise and vibration, which need to
be considered in the manufacturing process.
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Figure 5.22 Total pressure contour in section C for ϕ = -0.5 and ϕ = -2
with a colour map scale of 1:12, respectively.
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5.3 Conclusion

The main chapter in this dissertation is chapter 5 in which the harnessing of the
calculations and optimizations developments takes place. A comparison of the
turbines tested was explained with the steady and unsteady performance criteria.
The M27 showed higher efficiency during inflow modes, without impairing the
efficiency during the outflow mode. The peak steady efficiency during inflow
performance has increased by 11% concerning previous geometries, whereas the
improvement in outflow performance has reached 2%. Speaking of non-steady
efficiencies is where the real improvement managed by this new geometry is clearly
seen. The new geometry (M27) has exceeded the best of the previous geometries
(M16, M8) with an average increase of 6.7% over the previous geometry (M16) by
Pereiras et al., (2011c) and with an average increase of 10 % over the original
geometry (M8) by Setoguchi et al., (2002).
Last, a detailed analysis of the flow pattern was conducted on the M27 for low and
high flow coefficients, being compared with the M16 (previous study) by Pereiras
et al., (2011c). This analysis included a clear visualization of the losses through
elements and sections by total pressure contours and with the aid of angle
calculations along each section, justifying the high performance achieved for the
M27.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & recommendations

In this chapter, a precisive synopsis presenting the
improvement made by the new optimized prototype to
the radial impulse turbines used in OWCs. This review
to be allocated according to what had been introduced
in the previous chapters starting with the introduction
and ending with the results. Also, recommendations of
future work will be exemplified.
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6.1 Conclusions

The rising energy demand has focused research into appealing large energyproducing devices over the past half-century, and then OWC came along with a
priority for detailed research, with more than 150 wave energy extraction system
concepts researched and applied. In chapter 1, main wave extraction systems had
been explained briefly with the mechanism of operation. OWC is among the various
varieties of wave energy converters and associated technologies that have been
investigated and have reached a pre-commercial level of development, as it employs
a simple technique of harnessing wind wave energy to accomplish meaningful work.
In chapter 2, the OWC structure variants were addressed based on the major
challenges that compelled researchers and developers, such as the high cost of grid
connection, the variety of energy resources available nearshore or offshore, the
ability to live in extreme marine conditions, and the high operating and
maintenance costs. Following that, the categorization of self-rectifying air turbines
is provided in this chapter. Variations on practical OWC devices have been
introduced, as well as examination of suitable air turbines for converting the
pneumatic energy produced by WECs. One of the promising options, radial impulse
turbine as one of the most recent and promising turbine designs. The radial turbine
with fixed guiding vanes is a particularly intriguing design to investigate. Even
though the radial turbine has been around for more than a decade, there are still
several issues that need to be addressed in terms of refining its shape and increasing
its performance.
In chapter 3, the real work began with a chronological state of the art. First, the
historical evolution of the commercial CFD “ANSYS” package was presented,
along with the historical state of the art for the numerical simulation of the impulse
turbine, with a focus on modern modelling for the radial impulse turbine and the
point the researchers had reached to continue a track of achievements for the radial
impulse turbine. The new turbine design strategy was focused mainly in minimizing
the main source of losses in both inflow and outflow conditions which was noticed
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at the leading edge of the downstream guide vanes. In order to overcome these
losses, it was decided to reduce the blade deflection which in consequence allowed
an increase of the guide vanes setting angle. 2-D calculations were performed on
the turbine, modifications altered vanes and blade profiles, as well as variations in
the setting angle, distinguishing the new optimized geometry from the previous
geometries mentioned by Pereiras et al., (2011c). Along with the vanes and blades
new design, the elbow had disparity too with a diffuser shaped like in which
damped the kinetic energy losses at the outlet during the inflow process.
Suppressing the tip gap turning the rotor into a shrouded ones turned to be useful
although, changing the mechanical design concept of the turbine. Addressing these
factors clarified the new design process which is opposite to the previous geometries
mentioned by Pereiras et al., (2011c).
Next, the ANSYS software packages utilization process was depicted, with three
major processes involved: pre-processors, solvers, and postprocessors. Subsequently,
the meshing procedure featured three distinct stages for the IGV, Rotor, and OGV.
Following that, CFX arrived to install all pieces combined with the periodic
boundary conditions, therefore reducing calculation times. In addition to the
interpolation techniques, ANSYS Fluent was chosen as the solver with the suitable
near-wall treatment strategy based on the y+ value. After specifying the boundary
conditions as the preceding geometries, the validation and verification process is
performed, demonstrating the model's reliability to undergo the study process. The
validation process was conducted existing experimental findings from Setoguchi et
al (2002). Global performance indicators were utilized as a benchmark for
comparison. The CFD findings are reasonably similar with the experimental data
and offer confidence in the precision of the CFD model utilized, despite the rise in
variance at higher flow coefficients in the inflow mode. As a result, the model is
regarded validated and appropriate for this dissertation.
Later formulating the model for the analysis phase of the study, a solidity
optimization study as an obligatory step, to choose the suitable number of guide
vanes and blades in terms of solidity which has been enlightened in chapter 4, as
a complementary part of the geometry generation technique used in the numerical
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model chapter (chapter 3). The three elements of the radial turbine were examined
and evaluated in chapter 4, from the flow angle to the metal angles chosen for
various solidities, as well as the energy losses per part and the impact on the
downstream element. With the help of comprehensive pressure contours and
calculations, definite solidity was chosen in this chapter. The definitive solidity was
51, 68 and 85 as for the IGV, Rotor and the OGV respectively, to undergo further
study exploitation.
The masterpiece of this dissertation is Chapter 5, in which the computations and
optimizations advancements are harnessed. The steady and unsteady performance
criteria were used to describe a comparison of the turbines evaluated. The M27
demonstrated greater efficiency during inflow modes while maintaining efficiency
during outflow modes. Peak steady efficiency during inflow performance has
increased by 11% compared to prior designs, while outflow performance has
improved by 2%. Speaking about non-steady efficiencies, here is where the true
benefit of this new geometry can be observed. In terms of peak non-steady
efficiency, the new geometry (M27) outperformed the best of the preceding
geometries (M16, M8) by about 7%, and this difference is much greater for higher
amplitudes of non-steady flow.
In addition, a sophisticated analysis regarding the flow pattern was conducted on
the M27, concerning high and low flow coefficients to study the turbine reaction at
both flow scenarios. In the outflow mode, the M27 had better achievement in
reducing losses than its predecessor in several elements. In the IGV, better
percentages had been achieved in both flow coefficients (high and low) as a result
of using shorter guide vanes which is a consequence of suppressing the tip clearance
in the new design geometry (M27). The OGV performed better in the M27, showing
lower losses for the greater flow coefficients decreasing the total energy losses
consequently. After extending the length of the trailing edge of the OGV in
comparison to prior design, kinetic energy has been decreased at the outlet due to
a lower tangential component of the flow. However, it continues to be a surprisingly
secondary cause of loss. In the inflow mode, IGV and the Rotor had the major
proportion of losses in all flow coefficients, the rotor had the major proportion of
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the losses assuring he idea of decreasing the losses in all turbine elements other
than the rotor. IGV showed a magnificent improvement in the inflow mode when
compared to the proportion of losses in the previous turbine designs. Also, the
kinetic energy remained important having a quota of 10% to 20 % in low and high
flow coefficients respectively despite the divergent elbow (exit). Diffuser and OGV
showed almost negligible energy t losses when compared with the previous
geometry because of the enhanced deign of the OGV, the lower curvature of the
vanes had a great impact on the boundary layer separation along with the increase
in the length of the vane. This research included a clear representation of the losses
via components and sections using total pressure contours and angle calculations
for each segment, validating the M27's outstanding performance.

6.2 Recommendations for future work
The current study cannot cover every specific subject due to the restricted research
time and computation resources. The following items have been identified as
guidelines for future research based on the findings of this report.
1. The optimization parameters were varied within a certain range with either
a fixed increment in the current analysis, and all parameter values were
analysed. An alternative solution that may save time and effort is to use an
automated optimization strategy, such as the greedy algorithm, which
selects a subset of samples and predicts which scenarios to run.
2. Experimental investigation to different solidities and comparing with the
numerical results.
3. Real ocean conditions testing for the non-steady performance study must be
tested on the M27 to visualize the improvement, paving the way for
implementation in OWCs.
4. Guide vanes positions relevant to the rotor must be a variable aspect to
study, to see the effect of the gap on the loss’s creation. Also, the range of
setting angles must have a broader range to measure every approach.
5. Planning the same strategy with other types of impulse turbines like the
axial type.
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Appendix A
Modelling equations.
The mathematical model consists of the governing equations of turbulent
incompressible unsteady flow in two-dimensional generalized coordinates, which
can be written in vector notations as mentioned in Versteeg and Malalasekera,
(2007).
Conservation of Mass

+ . ( u ) = 0
t

(1)

Conservation of Momentum

 ( u )
+ . ( uu ) = −p + . ( u ) + g
t

(2)

The above-mentioned flow equations (1) & (2) includes nonlinear viscous term likes
𝛻. u excludes the analytical solution for solving these equations. Therefore,
numerical simulation is the only way of obtaining the solution of these equations.

• Turbulence resolving approach

In computational fluid dynamics (CFD), even simple flows are difficult to compute.
The computational complexity grows exponentially when accounting for
turbulence: irregular fluid motions that span a wide range of scales in space and
time.
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Turbulence modelling is a moving target. Nowadays, computing capacity increases,
turbulence modelling strategies are getting more sophisticated. Offering optimal
turbulence modelling capabilities to CFD users. Going beyond adapting a simple
code into the required model, but requires knowhow to select, as well as to
implement and optimize models for specific application sectors. Turbulence can be
fully designated by the Navier-Stokes equations, direct numerical simulation is
impractical due to massive resource requirements.
The current study mainly makes use of the two-equation standard k-ε (SKE) model
developed by Launder and Spalding, (1974) and the improved version, the twoequation realizable k-ε (SKE) model developed by Shih et al., (1995), the
mentioned models are Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS), based models.
Therefore, it is important to know about the physics of the problem before choosing
the right turbulence model. To obtain the best results while performing CFD on
turbulent flows we must take into account various complex phenomena involved
in a fluid flow, some of which are listed below as illustrated by Versteeg and
Malalasekera, (2007).
•

Flow separation.

•

Severe adverse pressure gradients

•

Free sheer flows or wall-bounded flows.

The complexity of flow physics is one of the most important things that should be
considered while choosing a turbulence model. However, several other factors
should also be considered as well.
•

Computational cost

•

Robustness and convergence

•

Near wall treatment

•

Turnaround time and accuracy

.
For example, a simple one equation model might be computationally inexpensive
though it might not be able to capture the flow physics very well while on the
other hand a two-equation model or higher might yield superior answers but might
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have convergence difficulties and require a lot more computational resource.
Therefore, fundamental laws and governing equations must be studied before going
far into turbulence models.

• Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equations.

The computational requirement for the direct numerical solution of time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equation of fully turbulent flows would be massive thus
computational predictions are done using equations derived by time-averaged
properties of flow expressed in form of RANS equations, which mainly focused on
the mean flow and the effects of turbulence on mean flow properties. Before the
application of numerical methods, the Navier–Stokes equations are time-averaged
(or ensemble-averaged inflows with time-dependent boundary conditions). Extra
terms appear in the time-averaged (or Reynolds averaged) flow equations. After
taking the ensemble average of conservation of mass and momentum equations
(3.3),(3.4) and (3.5) we obtain equations for turbulent flows which are as follows,
in vector notation (Versteeg and Malalasekera, (2007)).
RANS equations.
 (u u ) (u v) (u w ) 
 ( u )
p
+ . ( uu ) = −
+ . ( u ) + −
−
−

t
x
x
y
z 


 (uv) (vv) (vw ) 
 ( v )
p
+ . ( vu ) = −
+ . ( v ) + −
−
−

t
y
x
y
z 


  (u w ) (w v) (w w ) 
 ( w )
p
+ . ( wu ) = −
+ . ( w ) + −
−
−

t
z
x
y
z



(3)
(4)
(5)
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• Closure problem and Turbulence modelling

Six additional unknown terms appear in the RANS equations (3.3,3.4 and 3.5).
These unknowns are called Reynolds stresses and can be expressed as (𝑢𝑖′𝑢𝑗′) in
tensor notation. Thus, in order to obtain closure for the RANS equations, these
unknown Reynolds stresses have to be modelled. One of the most popular ways of
obtaining closure for the RANS equations is through the Boussinesq hypothesis
which says that Reynolds stresses can be linked-to mean rate of deformation in the
following fashion has been explained in more detail by Schmitt, (2008).
 u u  2 
u 
−uu =  t  i + j  −  k + t k  ij
x k 
 x x  3 

(6)
Where 𝜇𝑡 is known as eddy viscosity or the turbulent viscosity. This approach is
used in one equation Spalart-Allmaras model, two equations k-ε, and k-ω models.
Advantages of using the Boussinesq hypothesis: •

The Boussinesq hypothesis is reasonable enough for simple turbulent shear
flows- boundary layers, round jets, mixing layers, channel flows, etc.

•

Low computational cost.

Disadvantage of using the Boussinesq hypothesis: •

It assumes isotropic eddy viscosity 𝜇𝑡 is the same in all directions, which is
not.
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• Turbulence Models

All the turbulence models employed in the present computational study are eddy
viscosity models based on Boussinesq’s hypothesis. Some perform better than
others in different situations. Given below, is the description of various turbulence
models employed in the current study, the notations and descriptions used for these
turbulence models have been adopted from the ANSYS Fluent ® user manual
(Canonsburg, (2012)) and ANSYS Fluent® training modules provided by ANSYS
Inc.

• Standard k-ε (SKE) Model

This popular turbulence model was developed by Launder and Spalding, (1974).
Consisting of two equations, high Reynolds number model based on modeled
transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation rate ε.
These two transport equations are solved giving two independent scales for
calculating 𝝁𝒕.

The turbulent kinetic energy (k) transport equation:
 ( k )  ( kui )
 
t   ( k ) 
+
=
  +
 + Gk + Gb −  − YM + Sk

t
xi
xi 
k  xj 

(7)

The turbulent dissipation rate (ε) transport equation:
 (  )  ( ui )
C2  2
 
t    C1
+
=
+
+
(Gk
+
C
G
)
−
+ S
  +


3
b
t
xi
xi 
k  xj 
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Where 𝐺𝑘 is the turbulent kinetic energy production term due to mean velocity
gradient, 𝐺𝑏 is kinetic energy production term due to buoyancy and 𝑌𝑀 is the
dilation dissipation term due to compressibility, to prevent over prediction of
spreading rate incompressible flows. 𝜎𝑘 and 𝜎𝜀 are turbulent Prandtl number for 𝑘
&𝜀

Turbulent viscosity (𝝁𝒕) is modelled as follows:

t =

C k 2


(9)

The constants in the standard k-ε model are:

C1 = 1.44, C2 = 1.92, C3 = 1 for stable layers, C = 0.09, 𝜎𝑘 = 1.0, 𝜎  = 1.3
Advantages of the standard k-ε model: •

Robust and computationally economic.

•

Reasonably accurate for a wide range of flow and heat transfer simulations.

•

Widely validated.

Disadvantages of the standard k-ε model: •

Isotropic eddy viscosity is assumed due to the Boussinesq hypothesis.

•

Poorly performs inflows with strong separations, large streamline curvature,
swirl rotation and low Reynolds number flows.

•

Cannot predict the jet spreading rate.
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• Realizable k-ε (RKE) Model

This two-equation k-ε model was proposed by Shih et al., (1995). It is called
realizable k-ε since it satisfies certain mathematical conditions imposed on
Reynolds stresses, which are consistent with the physics of a turbulent flow. These
mathematical constraints on Reynolds stresses are listed below: •

Normal stresses should be positive. “realizable”

•

Schwarz‟ inequality should hold for Shear stresses.

The k-ε model listed before are not realizable while the transport equation for
turbulent kinetic energy is the same as the standard k-ε model, the mentioned
previously modifications were made to the standard k-ε model to obtain the
realizable k-ε model: - It includes a new formulation for eddy viscosity which
depends upon a variable 𝐶𝜇 and the transport equation for turbulent dissipation
rate ε is based on mean square vorticity fluctuations.
The turbulent kinetic energy k transport equation:  ( k )  ( kui )
 
μt   ( k ) 
+
=
 μ +
 + Gk + Gb −  − YM + Sk

t
xi
xi 
σk  xj 

(10)

The turbulent dissipation rate ε transport equation:  (  )  ( ui )
C
ρC2  2
 
t   
+
=
+ 1 C3 G b + S
  +
 + C1S 
t
xi
xi 
k  xj 
k
k+ v

(11)

Were,

Sk 



𝐶1 =  max 0.43,
 where, 𝑆 =
Sk

+5



( 2SijSij)

(12)

Where 𝐺𝑘 is the turbulent kinetic energy production term due to mean velocity
gradient, 𝐺𝑏 is the kinetic energy production term due to buoyancy, and 𝑌𝑀
dilation dissipation term due to compressibility to prevent over prediction of
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spreading rate incompressible flows. 𝜎𝑘 and 𝜎𝜀 are turbulent Prandtl number for
𝑘 & 𝜀.

Turbulent viscosity (𝝁𝒕) is modelled as equation (3.9): -

t =

Ck 2


(13)

Where 𝐶𝜇 is variable and is defined as
C =

1
A kU
Ao + S


(14)

The model constants are A o = 4.04, A S = 6cos
Where,  =

1  uj ui 
1
SijSjkSki
+
, S = SijSji , Sij = 
cos −1 ( 6W ) , w =

2  xi xj 
3
S

(15)

The constants in the Realizable k-ε model are: 𝐶1 𝜀 = 1.44, 𝐶2𝜀 = 1.9, 𝜎𝑘 = 1.0, 𝜎𝜀 = 1.2
Advantages of Realizable k-ε Model: •

Predicts the spreading rate of both planar and round jets accurately.

•

Superior performance inflows with separation and strong pressure gradients.

•

Good for flows with large strain rate, recirculation, and rotation.

Disadvantages of Realizable k-ε Model: •

Produces non-physical turbulent viscosities, in situations when the
computational.

•

The domain contains both rotating and stationary fluid zones e.g., sliding
meshes.

•

Suffers from Isotropic eddy viscosity assumed due to the Boussinesq
hypothesis.
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Appendix B
Numerical validation
• M16

In order to be able to begin the numerical simulations, a numerical validation was
completed on a previous geometry (M16) by Pereiras et al., (2011c). The
geometrical characteristics were mentioned earlier in Chapter 3 (Numerical model)
in section 3.6.2. Validation data were obtained from Pereiras et al., (2011c) for all
flow coefficients and were plotted against the numerical model developed by the
new techniques explained earlier in this chapter. Pre-processors and boundary
conditions along with the ANSYS Fluent® set up were explained in sections 7 and
8. Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 presents the torque and input coefficients respectively
for the present and previous study (Pereiras et al., (2011c)). Error bars with 10 %
were attained at every flow coefficient simulate by the present study. All points
passed the error constraints and now we have a validated and verified model to
begin the research and analysis of the new geometry.
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Figure B.1 Comparing M16 torque coefficient with
Pereiras et al., (2011c) and the present study

Figure B.2 Comparing M16 input coefficient with
Pereiras et al., (2011c) and the present study
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• M18

As a continue for the numerical validation process, a slight enhancement had been
made for the setting angles of the guide vanes to increase by 5º as shown in
Figure B.3., this slender alteration turned to have an impact on the torque
coefficient and in turn into the overall steady efficiency of the radial turbine.
Figure B.4 and Figure B.5 shows the improvement made by the modification done
to the setting angle of the guide vanes, the toque coefficient in the outflow mode
while remained the same in the inflow mode. Although the increase in torque
coefficient was accompanied by an increase in the input coefficient, the steady
efficiency (Figure B.6) showed an increase in the outflow efficiency by a maximum
value of 8 % at low flow rates (ϕ = 0.5) this increase faded as long as the flow
coefficient increase and vanished reaching 0 % improvement at ϕ = 1.5. Results
were published (Saad et al., (2018)) to mark the start of the new era of radial
turbine enhancements.

Figure B.3 M16 and M8 schematic diagrams with detailed dimensions
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Figure B.4 Comparing M18 torque coefficient with
M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011c).

Figure B.5 Comparing M18 input coefficient with
M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011c)

Figure B.6 Comparing M18 steady efficiency with
M16 by Pereiras et al., (2011c)
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